be added to any penalty assessed for this violation so that Respondents do not receive the
economic benefit of their unlawful conduct.
Agency counsel did not provide a specific/detailed rationale for imposing a penalty of
$83,750 for this violation. Given the value of the catch a t - the Agency's suggested
penalty just for the fact of violation would be o v e r - . Because this FAD set resulted in a
relatively small amount of skipjack tuna caught, which was not a species CMM 2008-01 was
designed to protect, and no other species of tuna were caught, a base penalty of$25,000 is
appropriate. When added to the value of the fish caught, this calculation results in a total civil
penalty o f - f o r Count 2.

3. Count3
This Count was found not proven for the reasons given herein. 5 1

4. Count 4
The record reveals the F/V American Triumph made a set within approximately 75
meters of a FAD on August 24, 2009. No fish were caught as a result of this set. The harm to
the resource was thus nonexistent. Respondents obtained no unjust economic benefit from this
unlawful activity. Agency counsel's general rationale applicable to all the Counts does not
justify the imposition of the requested penalty of$80,000. Respondents made an unlawful set
but were unsuccessful. Under all the facts and circumstances discussed above, a penalty in the
amount of $25,000 is appropriate for Count 4.
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The record demonstrates that the FIV American Triumph caught
· tons of tuna for this
tuna and.metric tons
The estimated value ofthis
set, which consisted o f . metric tons of
catch equals 10 metric tons ofyellowfrn tuna at
per metric ton
and
metric tons of
skipjack tuna at
per metric ton
total) for an estimated total value for this set equaling
This amount is provided in the event the Administrator does not agree with my finding of not proved
(value
for Charge 3. With such a frnding, the Administrator would add the $50,000 (base amount) to the
of the catch) for a total exceeding the statutory maximum. Had this charge been found proven, I would have
assessed $140.000.
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5. Count 5

The record evidence establishes the FN American Triumph set within 50 meters of a
FAD on September 4, 2009. This set was an early morning set involving the use ofworkboats
and aggregating lights. The set resulted in the capture of 100 metric tons of tuna, 10 tons of
which were estimated to be bigeye/yellowfin. Unlike the previous Counts, the FN American
Triumph deployed its workboats and used aggregating lights to keep the fish in place while the
main vessel made the set. Respondents took direct, affirmative steps to keep the aggregated tuna
in place for the set to be successful.
Like Count 3, the set resulted in the capture of some tuna that was the specific object of
CMM 2008-01 's management measures (i.e., approximately

lmt o f - tuna).

for this unlawful catch is estimated to equal.tons o f - a t
(

total), ltons o f - at
at

to Respondents of

per metric ton (

per metric ton (

The value

per metric ton
total) and ltons of

total), for a total economic benefit

That amount must be added to a base penalty assessment to

ensure Respondents do not receive a windfall from their violation of the regulations.
However, Agency counsel's suggested penalty of$140,000 is not supported by the
record. The harm to the resource is limited by the amount of yellowfin caught in this set, which
was estimated to be I metric tons (a minimal, direct impact on the resource given the size of the
yellowfin taken in 2009). However, because some yellowfin were caught in this set, a base
penalty amount of $50,000 is appropriate for this violation. When added to the value of the fish
caught, this calculation results in a total civil penalty
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for Count 5.

6. Count 6
The record shows the F/V American Triumph set on a FAD during the FAD closure on
August 15,2009 and caught a total o f . tons oftuna, consisting of an estimated .tons of
- a n d I tons of alleged- This was an early morning set and both the F N American
Triumph and its workboats used fish aggregating lights submerged in the water as in Count 5.
The set resulted in a catch of .tons o f - valued at
(

total) andltons

.lo

at

per metric ton
per ton (

).

While it is more likely than not that the bigeye tuna only consisted of a small amount of actual
yellowfin (i.e.,

oflmetric tons), the fact remains that some tuna of a species meant to be

protected by the FAD closure were taken in this set. While the amount of yellowfin was minimal
and likely had an extremely negligible impact on the resource, the set was made on some of these
tuna which recommends a more severe penalty than otherwise.
Furthermore, Respondents landed a considerable amount of tuna as a result of this
unlawful set- the value for which exceeds the statutory maximum that may be imposed. Despite
this fact, it would be inappropriate to compensate for this one violation by increasing the amount
of penalty for others to offset this amount; in effect one would be exceeding the maximum
penalty authorized by statute. Each violation should be taken as a whole given the particular
facts and circumstances of that violation. And yet, the penalty for each violation can be
considered as part of a larger picture in which Respondents' repeated violation of the regulations
over a relatively short period of time further justifies the extent of the significant monetary
penalties assessed.
Agency counsel's suggestion that the maximum civil penalty be imposed for this Count is
reasonable and supported by the facts in the record. The penalty for Count 5 is thus $140,000.
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7. Count 7
The record evidence establishes the FN American Triumph made a set on a raft during
the FAD closure on August 17, 2009 and as a result caught an estimate I metric tons of
- n a and llmetri~ tons of-tuna. The set involved the FN
American Triumph and its workboat using fish aggregating lights submerged in the water to help
hold the fish in place while the set was made.
The set resulted in a catch of I metric tons of
per metric ton (
(

tuna valued at

total) and .metric tons of~t

per metric ton

total). It is more likely than not that the bigeye tuna was in fact proportionally more

likely to be skipjack, but the fact remains that some tuna of a species meant to be protected by
the FAD closure were taken in this set (i.e.,

1111/o oflmt).

While the amount of such yellowfin

was minimal relative to the total amount of such tuna caught in 2009 and likely had an extremely
negligible impact on the resource, the set was made on some of these tuna, which recommends a
more severe penalty than otherwise. The total estimated value of the catch of$20,544.42 must
be added to a base penalty amount to account for Respondents' economic benefit from this
unlawful set.
Because some amount of the targeted tuna species were caught in this set, a reasonable
base penalty for the Count is $50,000. The Agency failed to justify why the requested penalty of
$98,750 was warranted. The proper penalty for this set equals the value of the catch to this base
penalty amount and results in a total civil penalty o f - f o r Count 7.

8. Count 8
The record evidence establishes that the FN American Triumph set its net on a raft in
order to capture the fish that had aggregated in association with the raft in violation of law on
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August 31, 2009. Specifically, the FN American Triumph was investigating a school oftuna
feeding on bait fish near a raft and then maneuvered near the raft to separate the tuna from the
raft and made a set resulting in an estimated-metric tons o f - t u n a andlmetric tons of
-tuna.
The value of the catch associated with this unlawful set equaled
- t u n a at
tuna at

per ton (
per ton (

IImetric tons of·

total) andlmetric tons
total) for a combined total of

.

The catch included ah extremely small proportion of yellowfin, but this species was the
object of protection by CMM 2008-01, which leads me to conclude that a base penalty of
$50,000 for the violation is appropriate. Combining that base penalty number with the value of
the catch results in an appropriate penalty for Count 8 of the statutory maximum of$140,000.

I. Conclusion
Taking into account the record as a whole, the parties' arguments, the economic value of
the catch and all of the factors required to be considered by law, I find the appropriate sanction
for each count to be $25,000 for Count 1;
for Count4;

Count 2; $0.00 for Count 3; $25,000

Count 5; $140,000 for Count 6 ; - f o r Count 7; and

$140,000 for Count 8- for a total civil penalty of$562,068.27. A .summary of how these
amounts calculated is provided below: 52

52

The Agency did not distinguish between any base penalty amounts requested and the economic value of the catch
associated with the unlawful set. As set forth above, had Charge 3 been found PROVEN, the base penalty amount
would have been $50,000.00 as some targeted species of CMM 2008-01 were caught.
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Count 1
Count2
Count3
Count4
CountS
Count6
Count7
CountS
Total

Total Penalty Base Penalty
Assessed
Requested by
Herein
the Agency
$25,000.00
$87,500.00
$25,000.00
$83,750.00
$140,000.00
$0.00
$25,000.00
$80,000.00
$102,500.00
$50,000.00
$140,000.00
$50,000.00
$98,750.00
$50,000.00
$140,000.00
$50,000.00
$872,500.00 $275,000.00

Economic
Value of
Catch

Total
Assessed by
this Decision
and Order
$25,000.00
$0.00
$25,000.00
$140,000.00

$562,068.27

WHEREFORE:
Order

VII.

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that a civil penalty in the total amount of FIVE HUNDRED
SIXTY TWO THOUSAND SIXTY EIGHT DOLLARS AND TWENTY SEVEN CENTS
($562,068.27) is assessed, jointly and severally, against Respondents ANTHONY BLACK,
AMERICAN TRIUMPH LLC, and YEN MING YUAN.
IT IS FURTHER STRONGLY RECOMMENDED that the Agency Administrator
immediately condition all of Respondent AMERICAN TRIUMPH LLC's permits to prohibit
the hiring and/or retaining of YEN MING YUAN in any capacity on any of its fishing vessels
for a period of no' less than FIVE (5) YEARS.
IT IS HEREBY FURTHER ORDERED that if any party disagrees with Finding of Fact No.
155, that party shall have twenty (20) days from the date of the service of this Initial Decision
and Order to file a petition for reconsideration.
PLEASE BE ADVISED that a failure to pay the penalty within thirty (30) days from the date on
which this decision becomes final Agency action will result in interest being charged at the rate
specified by the United States Treasury regulations and an assessment of charges to cover the
cost of processing and handling the delinquent penalty. Further, in the event the penalty or any
portion thereof becomes more than ninety (90) days past due, an additional penalty charge not to
exceed six (6) percent per annum may be assessed.
·
PLEASE BE FURTHER ADVISED that any party may petition for administrative review of
this decision. The petition for review must be filed with the Administrator of the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration within thirty (30) days from the day of this Initial
Decision and Order as provided in 15 C.F.R. § 904.273. Copies of the petition should also be
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sent to the ALJ Docketing Center, NOAA counsel, and the presiding judge. A copy of 15 C.P.R.
§ 904.273 is attached as Attachment C to this order.
If neither party seeks administrative review within 30 days after issuance ofthis order, this Initial
Decision will become the final decision of the agency.

IT IS SO ORDERED.
Done and dated this 22nd day of August, 2013
at Alameda, CA.

~,..51 ~- \t..~
HON. Paden L. McKenna
Administrative Law Judge
United States Coast Guard
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ATTACHMENT A: LIST OF WITNESSES AND EXIDBITS
.Agency Witnesses

1.
2.
3.
· 4.
5.
6.
7.

Jason Morikawa
Kevin Painter, NOAA Special Agent
Raymond Clarke, NOAA
Dr. Charles Karnella, NOAA
Siosifa Fukafuka
Keith Bigelow, NOAA
Dr. Christopher Reid

Respondents' Witnesses

1.
2.
3.
4.

Brian Hallman, Executive Director, American Tunaboat Association
Cucu Indra Cahyana, translator on the American Triumph
Captain Anthony Black
Larry Da Rosa, vessel manager for the American Triumph

Agency's Exhibits (Agency Exh. 1 through Agency Exh. 20)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6 ..
7.

Jason Morikawa' s Trip Diary
Jason Morikawa's Purse Seine Trip Report
Jason Morikawa's Purse Seine Observer Workbook
Memorandum oflnterview - Jason Morikawa
Follow-up Interview- Jason Morikawa
WCPFC Conservation and Management Measure 2008-01
Proposed Rule - Fishing Restrictions and Observer Requirements in Purse Seine
Fisheries for 2009-2011 and Turtle Mitigation Requirements in Purse Seine Fisheries, 74
FR 26160 (June 1, 2009)
8. Final Rule - Fishing Restrictions and Observer Requirements in Purse Seine Fisheries for
2009-2011 and Turtle Mitigation Requirements in Purse Seine Fisheries, 74 FR 38544
(August 4, 2009)
9. Narrative Portion of SA Painter's Investigation Report
10. Certificate ofDocumentation-FN American Triumph
11. Crew List - FN American Triumph
12. Regional Purse Seine Logsheet-F/V American Triumph
13. Memorandum oflnterview - Anthony Black- dated April 3, 2010 (both signed and
unsigned versions)
14. Curriculum Vitae, Keith Bigelow
15. Curriculum Vitae, Dr. Chris Reid
16. Note regarding Ex-Vessel Prices for Certain Vessel Trips During Period of JulyOctober 2009 (dated June 2012)-SUBJECT TO PROTECTIVE ORDER
17. Fish sale price information provided by Respondents - SUBJECT TO PROTECTIVE
ORDER
18. Map of Western and Central Pacific Ocean
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19. Sample Photo of US Purse Seine Vessel
20. Estimate Catch Values by Vessel and Count - SUBJECT TO P{l.OTECTIVE ORDER
Respondents' Exhibits (Resp. Exh. A through Resp. Exh. IIIIII)
A. WCPFC Scientific Committee Sixth Regular Session, Overview of Tuna Fisheries in the
Western and Central Pacific Ocean, Including Economic Conditions -2009,
WCPFC-SC6-2010/GN WP-1 (10-19 August 2010)
B. Photo - Purse Seine Vessel
C. Diagram - Purse Seine Vessel Fishing
D. Photo - Vessel with Net
E. Photo - Catch
F. Photo - Bailer
G. NO EXHIBIT
H. Conservation and Management Measure 2007-01
I. Conservation and Management Measure 2008-01
J. Conservation and Management Measure 2009-02
K. WCPFC Seventh Regular Session, Review of the Implementation and Effectiveness of
CMM 2008-01, WCPFC7-2010/15.lrev 1
L. Federal Register Notice, 74 Fed. Reg. 26160-170 (Jun. 1, 2009)
M. American Tuna Boat Association, Comments to Proposed Rule (June 19, 2009)
N. Federal Register Notice, 74 Fed. Reg. 38544-558 (Aug. 4, 2009)
0. Memorandum of Understanding between the Pacific Islands Forum Fisheries Agency and
the American Tunaboat Owners Association (October _15, 2010)
P. Memorandum of Understanding between the Pacific Islands Forum Fisheries Agency and
the American Tunaboat Owners Association (March 25, 2011)
Q. WCPFC Seventh Regular Session, Draft Compliance Monitoring Scheme (9 December
2010)
.
R. NOAA Final Regulation Regarding Use of Fish Aggregating Devices (50 C.F.R. §§
300.211; 300.222, and 300.223)
S. Environmental Review, FONSI for Fishing Restrictions and Observer Requirements in
Purse Seine Fisheries for 2009-2011 (July 13, 2009)
T. to HH. NO EXHIBITS
IL Environmental Assessment for the Implementation of the Decision of the Fifth Regular
Annual Session of the Commission for the Conservation and Management of Highly
Migratory Fish Stocks in the Western and Central Pacific Ocean, NMFS, Pacific
Island Regional Office (July 2009)
JJ. Email exchange between SA Painer and Mr. Morikawa
KK. to XXXX. NO EXHIBITS
YYYY. Photo - FN American Triumph
ZZZZ. NO EXHIBIT.
AAAAA. Written Statement of Cucu Indra Cahyana.
BBBBB. to CCCCC. NO EXHIBITS
DDDDD. Trip Settleinent and Invoice Sheets (September 2009) -SUBJECT TO
)

PROTECTIVE ORDER
EEEEE. To CCCCCC. NO EXHIBITS
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DDDDDD. Photo-FAD
EEEEEE. Photo - FAD
FFFFFF. To HHHHHH. NO EXHBIITS
IIIIII. Marshall Islands Criminal Code, 31 MIRC Ch. 1 et seq.
ALJ Exhibits
1. Western Pacific Pelagic Fishery Penalty Schedule (revised 11/3/94)
2. Penalty Policy Preface (revised 8/02)
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WESTERN PACIFIC PELAGIC FISHERY
VIOLATION HISTORY -- PENALTY AMOUNT
VIOLATION
FIRST

SECOND

Fishing without a general permit.

Summary Settlement

$1,000 - $5,000
plus the catch or
its fair market value

Fishing or receiving management unit
species without a valid limited entry
permit.

$1,000 - $10,000
plus the catch or
its fair market value

$10,000 - $50,000
plus the catch or
its fair market value

Improperly transfer a limited entry pennit.

$1,000 - $5,000

$5,000 - $10,000

$10,000 - $20,000

Improperly transfer any pe1mit other than a
limited entry permit.

Written Warning- $250

$500

$1,000 - $5,000

THIRD

(

Fishing within closed areas.

$10,000 - $20,000
plus the catch or
its fair market value.

$20,000 - $50,000
plus the catch or
its fair market value,
and/or permit sanctions.

$30,000 to $100,000
plus the catch or
its fair market value,
and/or pennit sanctions,
and/or up to seizure of the
vessel.

Failure to notify NMFS immediately upon
entering and/ or exiting the protected
species zone.

Summary Settlement

$1,000 - $3,500

$5,000 - $10,000

....
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WESTERN PACIFIC PELAGIC FISHERY
VIOLATION HISTORY -- PENALTY AMOUNT
VIOLATION
FIRST

SECOND

THIRD

Failure to maintain, make, keep or submit
any logbook data (includes failure to
record data within 24 hours, failme to
submit data within 72 hours and other
nonsubstantive violations).

Summary Settlement

$1,000 - $2,000

$2,000 - $5,000

Falsifying logbook entries or other
required rep01is (e.g., underlogging and
other substantive logbook violations).

$2,500 - $10,000
plus the catch or
its fair market value

$5,000 - $25,000
plus the catch or
its fair market value

$25,000
plus the catch or
its fair market value,
and/or permit sanctions.

Refuse to make logbooks available for
immediate inspection.

$1,500 - $10,000
plus the catch or
its fair market value

$2,500 - $25,000
plus the catch or
its fair market value

$3,500 - $25,000+
plus the catch or
its fair market value,
and/or pennit sanctions.

Fail to make and/or file all rep011s of
management unit species landings as
required by applicable State law or
regulation.

Summary Settlement

$1,000 - $2,000

$2,000 - $5,000

Failure to notify NMFS within 12 hours of
landing a management unit species.

Summary Settlement

$750 plus the catch or
its fair market value.

$1,000 plus the catch or
its fair market value.

Failure to properly mark longline floats or
maintain vessel markings.

Summary Settlement

$1,000 - $2,000

$2,000 - $5,000
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WESTERN PACIFIC PELAGIC FISHERY

VIOLATION HISTORY -- PENALTY AMOUNT
VIOLATION
Failure by fish dealer to allow inspection
of records.
Fish for management unit species in
violation of an experimental fishing
permit.
Fish for management unit species using
prohibited gear (i.e., drift gill net).

FIRST

SECOND

THIRD

$1,500 - $10,000

$2,500 - $25,000

$3,500 - $25,000

$1,000

$5,000

$10,000

$5,000 plus the catch or
its fair market value .

$10,000 plus the catch or
its fair market value.

$20,000 plus the catch or
its fair market

.Foreign fishing vessel fishing without a
pennit.
Minor violation (e.g., fishing for
personal consumption).

Summary Settlement

Major Violation

$50,000 to $100,000 per incursion, plus the catch or its fair market value, and/or
seizure of the vessel

Interfere with, obstruct, delay, or prevent
by any means a lawful investigation or
search.

$5,000 - $15,000
plus the catch or
its fair market value.
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$10,000 - $25,000
plus the catch or
its fair market value.

$25,000 - $50,000
plus the catch or
its fair market value,
and/or permit sanctions.

Revised 11/03/94
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WESTERN PACIFIC PELAGIC FISHERY
VIOLATION HISTORY -- PENALTY AMOUNT
VIOLATION
FIRST

SECOND

THIRD

Refuse to take observer or fish without
observer after request by Regional
Director.

$5,000 - $15,000
plus the catch or
its fair market value.

$10,000 - $25,000
plus the catch or
its fair market value.

$20,000 - $50,000
plus the catch or
its fair market value,
and/or permit sanctions.

Interfere with observer (includes assault,
impede, intimidate, influence or attempt to
influence or to harass or sexually harass).

$5,000 - $25,000
plus the catch or
its fair market value.

$10,000 - $50,000
plus the catch or
its fair market value,
and/or permit sanctions.

$50,000 - $100,000
plus the catch or
its fair market value,
and/or permit sanctions,
and/or up to seizure of the
vessel.

SUPPLEMENT AL SCHEDULE (amended April 2000)
Falsify or fail to make and/or file all
reports of management unit species
landings, containing all data and in the
exact manner as required by state law or
regulation.
Fail to make/file:

SS=$500

SS=$500

$2,000-$5,000

$5,000-$10,000

$10' 000-$20, 000

Transfer a pennit in violation of the
regulations.
Limited Access Permit:

SS=$500 ·
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WESTERN PACIFIC PELAGIC FISHERY
VIOLATION HISTORY --PENALTY AMOUNT
VIOLATION
Fail to comply with notification
requirements set fotih in §660.23 or in any
EFP.

FIRST

SECOND

THIRD

SS=$500

SS=$500

$1,000 - $5,000

SS=$500

SS=$500

$1,000

Fail to comply with a tenn or condition
governing the observer program.
Minor:
Use a US vessel that has longline gear on
board but does not have a valid Hawaii
Longline Limited Access Pennit or valid
general permit to land or transship
management unit species shoreward of the
outer boundary of the EEZ around
American Samoa, Guam or the Northern
Mariana Islands, or U.S. possessions in the
Pacific Ocean Area.
General Permit:

-

$750-$3,750

SS=$500
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$3,750-$20,000

Revised 11/03/94

PREFACE

A. INTRODUCTION

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Civil Administrative Penalty
Schedule (Penalty Schedule) is a compilation of internal guidelines used by NOAA enforcement
attorneys in assessing penalties for violations of statutes and regulations that NOAA enforces. In
addition to the Penalty Schedule, Summary Settlement and Fix-It Notice schedules that are utilized
by enforcement personnel are also included and have been indexed by region.
The intent of the Penalty Schedule is to permit realization of two equally important goals: 1)
assessment of individualized penalties to fit the specific facts of a case; and 2) establishment of
relative unifonnity in penalties assessed for similar violations nationwide.
The Penalty Schedule provides recommended ranges for penalties and pennit sanctions based both
on the specific violation and the history of previous violations. NOAA enforcement attorneys are
expected to use their prosecutorial discretion in determining the appropriateness of a recommended
penalty or pennit sanction, basing their decisions on the particular facts of the cases, including
aggravating and mitigating circumstances.
\

B. APPLICATION OF PRIOR VIOLATIONS

A prior violation is a criterion for increasing the penalty assessed or permit sanction imposed for a
subsequent violation. The Agency's long standing practice has been to define a "prior violation"
broadly to include violations of any statute or regulation administered by NOAA, including
violations of pennit conditions or restrictions. The Agency may also consider violations of other
Federal natural resource statutes as priors. The Agency's procedure for detennining applicability of
a prior violation to a penalty or pennit sanction, is to look back from the date of the current violation
and take into account prior violations that have been reduced to final administrative decisions during
the previous five years.
A violation is considered to be a prior violation if it has been reduced to either a court decision (civil
or criminal) or it has become a final administrative decision of the Agency as defined in 15 C.F.R.
§904 et seq .. The Agency considers the date that an action becomes a final administrative decision
to be the marking date for consideration as a prior violation, both with regard to the Agency's use
thereof and a violator's accountability. Finalify is necessary to provide actual notice of the prior
violation to effectuate an enforcement scheme that uses higher penalties and more severe pennit
sanctions for repeat violations as an incentive for compliance. Thus, a mere investigation, without a
complaint and without a conviction or fine does not constitute a prior violation, nor may a penalty
assessment or pennit sanction be based upon allegations still in litigation which have not become
final. Similarly, simultaneous violations are not considered priors for each other.
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When a case involves multiple respondents who may be charged jointly and severally, fairness may
require that the respondents be charged individually if their histories of prior offens es are different.
In the alternative, they may be charged jointly and severally if the penalty assessed, and/ or permit
sanction imposed, is based upon the lesser number of priors.
Any violation involving the use of a vessel is a prior violation against that vessel unless controlling
ownership changes. A violation by a master or crewmember on a vessel is a prior violation for any
subsequent violation they commit on a different vessel. If two or more vessels are owned by the
same person, then a violation by one vessel is imputed to be a prior for the other vessel or vessels. If
two or more vessels are owned by separate corporations, but the same person or company controls
these corporations, then a violation by one vessel is imputed to be a prior for' the other vessel or
vessels.

C. AGGRAVATING/MITIGATING CIRCUMSTANCES

The following list of factors supersedes all "factors" and "aggravating/mitigating circumstances"
contained in any individual NOAA Administrative Penalty Schedule. The superseded factors are
incorporated in the broader factors below.
The following list of factors are intended to be broadly construed. NOAA attorneys have wide
latitude in considering how the specific facts and circumstances of a particular case apply to these
listed factors. Furthennore, the following listed factors are not meant to be an exclusive or
exhaustive list. Some :fu.ctors may be disregarded, while additional factors may be considered, if
appropriate, depending on the facts and circumstances of any particular case.
Factors that may be considered in determining the proper penalty level within the penalty range or,
where appropriate, above or below the range include, but are not limited to, the following:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)

Gravity of the violation;
Hann to the resource;
Condition and/or value ofresource;
Whether fish were seized;
Economic benefit derived from the violation;
All factors relevant to the violator's conduct such as: (a) state of mind: knowledge, intent,
willfulness, negligence, gross negligence or inadvertence; (b) whether offense was committed
in such a way as to avoid detection, e.g., whether there was concealment or flight (to the
extent such conduct not charged as a separate offense); (c) degree of dependence on illegal
behavior for livelihood (if such infonnation is available at time of charging); (d) whether
offense was part of a pattern, course of conduct, cmmnon scheme or conspiracy, and
violator' s role in the activity;
Whether there are multiple violations (charged or not charged, including, if appropriate,
whether the case involves multiple counts that would justify a downward adjustment of the
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(8)
(9)

(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)

overall assessment in order to reflect appropriately the severity of the illegal conduct);
Degree of cooperation;
Whether violator obstructed administration of justice during investigation or thereafter (to
extent not charged as as eparate offense) by destroying evidence, intimidating, threatening,
materially lying, etc.
Acceptance ofresponsibility;
Danger of violence or injuries (or substantial likelihood) to the extent conduct not separately
charged;
Ability to pay;
History of past offenses; and
Deterrence of future violations by the violator.

Where authorized by Statute, seizure of the entire catch or its value, and seizure of vessel and/or
gear, may apply even on first violations. The quantity and value of each catch should be included in
the documentation of each case because such value may be added to NOVA penalty amounts.

(Revised 8/02)
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ATTACHMENT B: RULINGS ON PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
Agency's Proposed Findings of Fact:
1.
In December 2008, the Western and Central Pacific Fisheries Commission
(WCPFC) adopted Conservation and Management Measure 2008-01 to conserve Bigeye and
YelloWfin Tuna. Agency Exhibit 6.

Respondents' Response: Undisputed.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
2.
The United States is a party to the Western and Central Pacific Fisheries
Convention and has agreed to be bound by the measures adopted by the Commission and to
implement the requirements domestically.

Respondents' Response: Undisputed.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
3.
The measure covers a three-year period -- 2009 through 2011 -- and provides
specific measures for both purse seine and longline fishing vessels. See Agency Exhibit 6.

Respondents' Response: Undisputed.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
4.
Among other things, it established a closed period in each of the three years when
purse seine vessels are prohibited from fishing on fish aggregating devices (FADs ). Id

Respondents' Response: Disputed. This statement is vague and ambiguous as to what
the term "it" refers to. The Commission measures are not self-executing and only the
prohibited activities under the U.S. regulations are relevant here.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED as MODIFIED in Finding of Fact
(FoF) 24 and the Analysis Section of this Decision. In addition, "it" refers to CMM
2008-01, a management measure promulgated under the WCPFC, which the United
States im.plemented in its regulations pursuant to that treaty.
5.

In 2009, the FAD closure period was from August 1 through September 30. Id.

Respondents' Response: Disputed. This statement does not refer to NOAA's
regulations, which establish the closure period.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED as MODIFIED in FoF 25and the
Analysis Section of this Decision.. This closure period was mandated by CMM
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2008-01, which the United States was obligated to observe and implement through
regulations under the WCPFC. Pursuant thereto, NOAA implemented regulations
to conform to CMM 2008-01.
6.
In addition, during the 2009 FAD closure, purse seine vessels were required to
have 100% observer coverage. Id.

Respondents' Response: Disputed to the extent this statement is incomplete. In fact,
every U.S. vessel that went fishing during this time did so with an observer.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED. See FoF 26and the Analysis Section
herein.
7.
On August 4, 2009, NOAA published a final rule implementing the purse seine
measures. Agency Exhibit 8, "Final Rule - Fishing Restrictions and Observer Requirements in
Purse Seine Fisheries for 2009-2011 and Turtle Mitigation Requirements in Purse Seine
Fisheries," 74 FR 38544 (August 4, 2009), codified at 50 C.F.R. § 300.223; Agency Exhibit 8.

Respondents' Response: Disputed in part. NOAA improperly waived the statutory 30day notice and comment period before publishing the final rule. Thus, any alleged
violations that occurred before the final rule should have become effective had the
agency adhered to the Administrative Procedures Act are unenforceable. The agency's
own documents show that it was the agency's own internal delay and not any.
"unavoidable limitation of time" that caused it to shorten the notice and comment period.
See Respondents' Reply to NOAA's Post Hearing Brief at Section IV and attached
exhibits (Admin. Record at B16-001066-67; E14-002202; E33-002359-60).
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED. Respondents' arguments
concerning the Agency's waiver of the 30-day notice and comment period were
rejected by the NOAA Administrator.
8.

The measures went immediately into effect. Id.

Respondents' Response: Disputed in part. See Response to Agency's FF No. 7 above.
Notably, the regulations went into effect retroactively starting on August 1, 2009.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED. Respondents' arguments
concerning the Agency's waiver of the 30-day notice and comment period were
rejected by the NOAA Administrator. As for the effective date, the Final Rule
published in the Federal Register explicitly provided the "rule is effective August 3,
2009 ...." See 74 Fed. Reg. 38544 (August 4, 2009).
9.
The regulations at 50 C.F.R. § 300.223(b) prohibit the following activities during
a FAD closure:
Setti11g a purse seine around a FAD or within (1) one nautical mile of a FAD
(1)
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(2)
Setting a purse seine in a manner intended to capture fish that have aggregated in
association with a FAD, such as by setting the purse seine in an area from which a FAD has been
moved or removed within the previous eight hours, or setting the purse seine in an area in which
a FAD has been inspected or handled within the previous eight hours, or setting the purse seine
in an area into which fish were drawn by a vessel from the vicinity of a FAD
(3)
Deploying a FAD into the water
(4)
Repairing, cleaning, maintaining, or otherwise servicing a FAD, including any
electronic equipment used in association with a FAD, in the water or on a vessel while at sea, ·
except that:
(i)
FAD may be inspected and handled as needed to identify the owner of the FAD,
identify and release incidentally captured animals, un-foul fishing gear, or prevent damage to
property or risk to human safety; and
(ii)
A FAD may be removed from the water and if removed, may be cleaned,
provided that it is not returned to the water.

Respondents' Response: Disputed to the extent Agency FF No. 9 paraphrases the
regulations. The regulations speak for themselves.
Ruling: REJECTED AS A FINDING OF FACT. The text of the regulations is
ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED AS A PRINCIPLE OF LAW.
10.
The regulations define a fish aggregating device as "any artificial or natural
floating object, whether anchored or not and whetb.er situated at the water surface or not, that is
capable of aggregating fish, as well as any objects used for that purpose that are situated on
board a vessel or otherwise out of the water. The meaning of FAD does not include a fishing
vessel, provided that the fishing vessel is not used for the purpose of aggregating fish." 50 C.F.R.
§ 300.211.

Respondents' Response: Disputed to the extent Agency FF No. 10 paraphrases the
regulations. The regulations speak for themselves.
Ruling: REJECTED AS A FINDING OF FACT. The text of the regulations,
including the definition of a FAD, is ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED AS A
PRINCIPLE OF LAW.
11.
At the time of the charged violations, the FN American Triumph was a U.S.flagged purse seine vessel owned by American Triumph Fishing LLC. See Agency Exhibit 10.

Respondents' Response: Undisputed.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
12.
At the time of the charged violations, the captain of the FN American Triumph
was respondent Anthony Black. Agency Exhibit 11.

Respondents' Response: Undisputed.
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Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
13.
At the time of the charged violations, the fishing master of the FN American
Triumph was respondent Yen Ming Yuan. Agency Exhibit3, at PS-1, page 2 and TR 158 (July
9 - 11, 2012 Hearing).

Respondents' Response: Undisputed.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
14.
At the time of the charged violations, the F N American Triumph carried an
observer, Jason Morikawa, on board the vessel. See Agency Exhibit 11.

Respondents' Response: Undisputed.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
15.
Mr. Morikawa was a trained Pacific Islands Forum Fisheries Agency (FF A)
observer. See TR 13 - 15 generally (January 31, 2012 Hearing).

Respondents' Response: Disputed. This statement is vague as to the nature of the
training Mr. Morikawa purportedly received. Further, Mr. Morikawa had no training on
the FAD closure in 2009, nor did the Marshall Island Marine Resource Authority talk to
him about the deployment ofFADs. He was not provided any information about U.S.
regulations regarding FAD closures. See Resp. FF Nos. 35-38.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED. This Proposed Finding of Fact
merely asserts that Mr. Morikawa was trained by the FFA as an observer.
16.
FFA observers go through a lengthy training process that includes training about
purse seine fishing. See TR 113 - 126 generally (July 9 - 11, 2012 Hearing).

Respondents' Response: Disputed. This statement is vague as to the term "lengthy"
with respect to the training Mr. Morikawa purportedly received. Further, Mr. Morikawa
had no training on the FAD closure in 2009, nor did the Marshall Island Marine Resource
Authority talk to him about the deployment of FADs. He was not provided any
information about U.S. regulations regarding FAD closures. See Resp. FF Nos. 35-38.
Ruling: ACCEPTED IN PART AND INCORPORATED AND REJECTED IN
PART. The fact that Mr. Morikawa's training included elements associated with
purse seine fishing is accepted; whereas the characterization of the training as
"lengthy" is rejected as vague.
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17.
Prior to his deployment on the American Triumph, Mr. Morikawa received
training regarding the 2009 prohibition against FAD fishing from the Marshall Island Marine
Resource Authority. See TR 21 - 22 generally (January 31, 2012 Hearing).
Respondents' Response: Disputed. See response to Agency FF No. 15.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED. Details concerning the training
form part of this Decision.
18.
While Mr. Morikawa was aboard the FN American Triumph, he maintained
observer reports - including his Trip Diary, Purse Seine Trip Report and Purse Seine Observer
Workbook- that documented the events that he observed while on board the FN American
Triumph. See TR 15 (January 31, 2012).
Respondents' Response: Disputed. Captain Black believed that Mr. Morikawa's
document entries were false and he had a plan to report violations in order to obtain a
reward. Testimony of Anthony Black, Tr. at 157:20-158:15 (August 27, 2012). Both the
translator and Captain Black testified that Mr. Morikawa knew he could receive a reward
for reporting violations; this provided a motive for him to misrepresent what he observed
on the trip in his diary, workbooks, and trip report. See Resp. FF Nos. 61-66.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED to the extent this Proposed Finding
of Fact states that Mr. Morikawa maintained observer reports. Whether such
reports accurately reflected the events on board the American Triumph is discussed
in this Decision. Respondents' argument concerning Mr. Morikawa's credibility is
fully addressed in this Decision.
19.
Mr. Morikawa testified that on August 28, 2009, he witnessed the FN American
Triumph service a FAD. Id. at 23.
Respondents' Response: Disputed. The vessel did not service a FAD. See Resp. FF
Nos. 75-80. Mr. Morikawa's claim that he saw the vessel service a FAD by swapping a
buoy is not credible. It is contradicted by the testimony of two reliable, percipient
witnesses-the Captain and translator. No other witness corroborated Mr. Morikawa's
version of events. See Resp. FF No. 76-80.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
20.
Specifically, he testified that on that date the FN American Triumph spotted a
floating raft constructed of cork, nets, and pieces of bamboo, plastic and ropes that was marked
with a beacon that apparently belonged to another boat, the FN Koo's 108. Id at 25.
Respondents' Response: Disputed in part. While the vessel did hook a raft as described
alongside the vessel, Mr. Morikawa's claim that he saw a beacon number indicating the
buoy he allegedly saw belonged to another boat, the FN Koos, is not credible. TR 20:712 (January 31, 2012). It is contradicted by the testimony of two reliable, percipient
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witnesses-the Captain and translator. No other witness corroborated Mr. Morikawa's
version of events. See Resp. FF No. 76-80.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED. Mr. Morikawa never claimed that
he could see the beacon number until he examined the beacon after it was brought
on board. See Tr. at 27:3-12 (January 31, 2012).
21.
This raft was a "fish aggregating device" within the meaning of that term set forth
at 50 C.F.R. § 300.211 ("any artificial or natural floating object, whether anchored or not and
whether situated at the water surface or not, that is capable of aggregating fish, as well as any
objects used for that purpose that are situated on board a vessel or otherwise out of the
water ... ").
Respondents' Response: Undisputed that the raft hooked by the vessel was a fish
aggregating device. However, the language of the regulations speaks for itself.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
22.
He further testified that crew members from the FN American Triumph then
removed the beacon on the raft belonging to the F N Koo 108 and replaced it with a beacon
belonging to the FN American Triumph. Id. at 24-27.
Respondents' Response: Disputed. The crew of the vessel did not remove the beacon
on the raft and replace it with a beacon belonging to the FN American Triumph or any
other vessel. See Resp. FF Nos. 76-80. His claim that he determined the buoy number
because it was brought on board the vessel is not credible given that the translator
testified that the radio buoy used by the vessels do not have numbers on them and are
identified only by their frequencies. Testimony of Cucu Indra Cahyana, Tr. at 90:5-19
(August 27, 2012).
·Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
23.
Mr. Morikawa recorded these events in his Purse Seine Observer Workbook
(admitted as Agency Exhibit 3) by making entries on line 4 of PS-2, Daily Log, page 19of30,
dated August 28, 2009, 0710, that indicate the FN American Triumph deployed ship's oWn
beacon# 39. Id. at 23-24.
Respondents' Response: Disputed. Mr. Morikawa misrepresented events in his
document entries; his testimony and document~ are not credible as they are contradicted
by the testimony of two credible, percipient witnesses - Captain Black and the translator,
Cucu Indra Cahyana, who had no incentive or motivation to lie. See Agency Exh. 13
(Captain's response to question 11 from Agent Kevin Painter, dated April 14, 2010),
Testimony of Anthony Black, Tr. at 121:24-123:17; 138:6-139:6 (August 27, 2012),
Resp. FF Nos. 49-55 and 67-69. Captain Black believed that Mr. Morikawa's document
entries were false and he had a plan to report violations in order to obtain a reward.
Testimony of Anthony Black, Tr. at 157:20-158:15 (August 27, 2012). Both the
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translator and Captain Black testified that Mr. Morikawa knew he could receive a reward
for reporting violations; this provided a motive for him to misrepresent what he observed
on the trip in his diary, workbooks, and trip report. See Resp. FF Nos. 61-66.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED. Respondent's objection fails to
account for the fact that the record reflects that Mr. Cahyana's testimony
concerned the FN American Triumph's buoys and did not make a general
statement about all purse seiners. The record does not reflect that he was speaking
about buoys from other boats.

Mr. Morikawa recorded details related to these events in his Trip Diary entries for
24.
August 28, 2009. Agency Exhibit 1at32.
Respondents' Response: Disputed. Mr. Morikawa misrepresented events in his
document entries; his testimony and documents are not credible as they are contradicted
by the testimony of two credible, percipient witnesses - Captain Black and the translator,
Cucu Indra Cahyana, who had no incentive or motivation to lie. See Agency Exh. 13
(Captain's response to question 11 from Agent Kevin Painter, dated April 14, 2010),
Testimony of Anthony Black, Tr. at 121:24-123:17; 138:6-139:6 (August 27, 2012),
Resp. FF Nos. 49-55 and 67-69. Captain Black believed that Mr. Morikawa's docllinent
entries were false and he had a plan to report violations in order to obtain a reward.
Testimony of Anthony Black, Tr. at 157:20-158:15 (August 27, 2012). Both the
translator and Captain Black testified that Mr. Morikawa knew he could receive a reward
for reporting violations; this provided a motive for him to misrepresent what he observed
on the trip in his diary, workbooks, and trip report. See Resp. FF Nos. 61-66.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
25.
At all times during the events of August 28, 2009, described above, the FN
American Triumph was located within the Western and Central Pacific Fisheries Convention
Area as defined by 50 CFR 300.211. See TR 162 at 18 - 19 (July 9 - 11, 2012 Hearing) and
Agency Exhibit 9.
Respondents' Response: Undisputed that the vessel was located within the Convention
area. However, the regulation and the definitions speak for themselves.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.

Mr. Morikawa testified that on August 18, 2009, he witnessed the FN American
26.
Triumph make a set within approximately 100 meters of a FAD. TR 27 - 30 (January 31, 2012
Hearing).
Respondents' Response: Disputed. There was no raft; there was no set on a raft. See
Resp. FF Nos. 87-91. Mr. Morikawa's testimony is not credible as he had an incentive to
report violations to receive a reward. Nor was his account of the alleged violation
corroborated by any other witness. In contrast, Mr. Morikawa's version of events was
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contradicted by two reliable, percipient witnesses - the Captain and the translator. See
Response to Agency FF No. 31.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
27.
Specifically, Mr. Morikawa testified that on the morning of August 18, 2009,
while the FN American Triumph was investigating a free school of tuna, he spotted a raft
consisting of a raft and a buoy approximately 100 meters from the FN American Triumph. Id at
27 - 28.
Respondents' Response: Disputed. Mr. Morikawa's claim that he saw a raft is not
credible. Mr. Morikawa could not describe the alleged raft when asked about it. See
Resp. FF Nos. 84; 87-91. See also Response to Agency FF No. 26.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
28.
This raft was a "fish aggregating device" within the meaning of that term set forth
at 50 C.F.R. § 300.211 ("any artificial or natural floating object, whether anchored or not and
whether situated at the water surface or not, that is capable of aggregating fish, as well as any
objects used for that purpose that are situated on board a vessel or otherwise out of the
water ... ").
·
Respondents' Response: Disputed that there was a FAD of any kind involved with the
August 18, 2009 set. The evidence does nofestablish that there was a raft. Mr.
Morikawa could not and did not describe what he supposedly saw. See Responses to
Agency FF Nos. 26-27, 29-32.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
29.
Mr. Morikawa testified that he was together with the fishing vessel's translator at
this time and that he pointed out the raft to the translator. Id. at 28.
Respondents' Response: Disputed. The translator did not see a raft. Mr. Morikawa
could not find the raft when he allegedly pointed it out to the translator. See Resp. FF
Nos. 88-89.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
30.
Mr. Morikawa testified that after the FN American Triumph investigated the free
school, the vessel made a set approximately 100 meters from the raft. Id. at 28-29.
Respondents' Response: Disputed. There was no raft; the vessel did not make a set
approximately 100 meters from a raft. See Resp. FF Nos. 89-91.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
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31.
Mr. Morikawa recorded these events in his Purse Seine Observer Workbook for
18 August 2009 in an entry dated 1058. Agency Exhibit 3 at PS-2, page 8of30.

Respondents' Response: Mr. Morikawa's records contradict his account. He claims the
vessel was investigating a free school associated with a raft. However, the codes he
wrote in his daily log indicate that the school was associated with bait fish and not with
any raft. See Resp. FF Nos. 84-85. Moreover, Mr. Morikawa misrepresented events in
his document entries; his testimony and documents are not credible as they are
contradicted by the testimony of two credible, percipient witnesses ~ Captain Black and
the translator, Cucu Indra Cahyana, who had no incentive or motivation to lie. See
Agency Exh. 13 (Captain's response to question 11 from Agent Kevin Painter, dated
April 14, 2010), Testimony of Anthony Black, Tr. at 121:24-123:17; 138:6-139:6
(August 27, 2012), Resp. FF Nos. 49-55 and 67-69. Captain Black believed that Mr.
Morikawa' s document entries were false and he had a plan to report violations in order to
obtain a reward. Testimony of Anthony Black, Tr. at 157:20-158:15 (August 27, 2012).
Both the translator and Captain Black testified that Mr. Morikawa knew he could receive
a reward for reporting violations; this provided a motive for him to misrepresent what he
observed on the trip in his diary, workbooks, and trip report. See Resp. FF Nos. 61-66.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
32.
Mr~ Morikawa recorded details related to these events in his Trip Diary entries for
18 August 2009. Agency Exhibit 1 at 12.

Respondents' Response: See Response to Agency FF No. 31.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
33.
At all times during the events of August 18, 2009 described above, the FN
American Triumph was located within the Western and Central Pacific Fisheries Convention ·
Area as defined by 50 CFR 300.211. See TR 162 at 18 - 19 (July 9 - 11, 2012 Hearing) and
Agency Exhibit 9.

Respondents' Response: Undisputed that the vessel was located within the Convention
area. However, the regulation and the definitions speak for themselves.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
34.
Mr. Morikawa testified that on August 22, 2009, he witnessed the FN American
Triumph make a set within approximately 50 meters of a FAD. TR 30 - 31 (January 31, 2012
Hearing).

Respondents' Response: Disputed. There was no raft; no other person saw a raft. See
Resp. FF Nos. 96-99. Mr. Morikawa's testimony is not credible as he had an incentive to
report violations to receive a reward. Nor was his account of the alleged violation
corroborated by any other witness. In contrast, Mr. Morikawa's version of events was
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contradicted by two reliable, percipient witnesses - the Captain and the translator. See
Response to Agency FF No. 38.

Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
35.
Specifically, Mr. Morikawa testified that at approximately 1433 on August 22,
2009, while the FN American Triumph was investigating a free school of tuna, he spotted a raft
approximately 50 meters from the FN American Triumph. Id. at 31.

Respondents' Response: Disputed. Mr. Morikawa's records contradict his account. He
claims the vessel was investigating a free school associated with a raft. However, the
codes he wrote in his daily log indicate that the school was associated with bait fish and
not with any raft. See Resp. FF Nos. 94-95.

Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
36.
This raft was a "fish aggregating device" within the meaning of that term set forth
at 50 C.F.R. § 300.211 ("any artificial or natural floating object, whether anchored or not and
whether situated at the water surface or not, that is capable of aggregating fish, as well as any
objects used for that purpose that are situated on board a vessel or otherwise out of the
water ... ").

Respondents' Response: Disputed that there was a FAD of any kind involved with the
August 22, 2009 set. The evidence does not establish that there was a raft. Mr.
Morikawa could not and did not describe what he supposedly saw. See Responses to
Agency FF Nos. 34-35, 37-39.

Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
37.
Mr. Morikawa testified that the FN American Triumph then made a set at 1436
approximately 50 meters from the raft. Id.

Respondents' Response: Disputed. There was no raft; no one else saw a raft. See Resp.
FF Nos. 96-99.

Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED in part and rejected in part. For the
reasons provided in this Decision, the fact that a set was made at 14:36 is accepted.
However, the distance between the sighting of the raft and the commencement of the
set in question is rejected since the distance between the FN American Triumph
and the raft was greater than 1 nm, thus resulting in a finding of charge not proven.
38.
Mr. Morikawa recorded these events in his Purse Seine Observer Workbook for
22 August 2009 in entries at 1433 and 1436. Agency Exhibit 3 at PS-2, page 8 of 30.

Respondents' Response: Disputed. The events did not occur as recounted by Mr.
Morikawa's testimony and the discrepancies in his documentation reflect this. Mr.
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Morikawa' s own recorded entries contradict that he saw school fish associated with a
raft. He recorded in his daily log a school association code for feeding on baitfish but not
·
for a floating object or fad. See Resp. FF Nos. 94-95. Moreover, Mr. Morikawa
misrepresented events in his document entries; his testimony and documents are not
credible as they are contradicted by the testimony of two credible, percipient witnesses Captain Black and the translator, Cucu Indra Cahyana, who had no incentive or
motivation to lie. See Agency Exh. 13 (Captain's response to question 11 from Agent
Kevin Painter, dated April 14, 2010), Testimony of Anthony Black, Tr. at 121:24-123:17;
138:6-139:6 (August 27, 2012), Resp. FF Nos. 49-55 and 67-69; see also Resp. FF Nos.
96-98. Captain Black believed that Mr. Morikawa's document entries were false and he
had a plan to report violations in order to obtain a reward. Testimony of Anthony Black,
Tr. at 157:20-158:15 (August 27, 2012). Both the translator and Captain Black testified
that Mr. Morikawa knew he could receive a reward for reporting violations; this provided
a motive for him to misrepresent what he observed on the trip in his diary, workbooks,
and trip report. See Resp. FF Nos. 61-66.
·

Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
39.
Mr. Morikawa recorded details.related to these events in his Trip Diary entries for
22 August 2009. Agency Exhibit 1 at 20.

Respondents' Response: Disputed. See Response to Agency FF No. 28.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
40.
At all times during the events of August 22, 2009 described above, the FN
American Triumph was located within the Western and Central Pacific Fisheries Convention
Area as defined by 50 CFR 300.211. See TR 162 at 18 - 19 (July 9 - 11, 2012 Hearing) and
Agency Exhibit 9.

Respondents' Response: UndisplJ.ted that the vessel was located within the Convention
area. However, the regulation and the definitions speak for themselves.
Ruling:. ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
41.
Mr. Morikawa testified that on August 24, 2009, he witnessed the FN American
Triumph make a set within approximately 75 meters of a FAD. TR 34 - 35 (January 31, 2012
Hearing).

Respondents' Response: Disputed. There was no raft; no other person on the vessel saw
a raft. See Resp. FF Nos. 104-106. Mr. Morikawa's testimony is not credible as he had
an incentive to report violations to receive a reward. Nor was his account of the alleged
violation corroborated by any other witness. In contrast, Mr. Morikawa's version of
events was contradicted by two reliable, percipient witnesses - the Captain and the
translator. See Response to Agency FF No. 45.
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Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
42.
Specifically, Mr. Morikawa testified that at approximately 0928 on August 24,
2009, while the FN American Triumph was investigating a free school of tuna, he spotted a raft
approximately 70 meters from the FN American Triumph. Id. at 34-35.

Respondents' Response: Disputed. Mr. Morikawa's claim that he saw a raft is not
credible. The events did not occur as recounted by Mr. Morikawa and the discrepancies
between his testimony and the documentation reflect this. Mr. Morikawa's own recorded
entries contradict that he saw school fish associated with a raft. He recorded in his daily
log a school association code for feeding on baitfish but not for a floating object or fad.
See Resp. FF No. 102.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
43.
This raft was a "fish aggregating device" within the meaning of that term set forth
at 50 C.F.R. § 300.211 ("any artificial or natural floating object, whether anchored or not and
whether situated at the water surface or not, that is capable of aggregating fish, as well as any
objects used for that purpose that are situated on board a vessel or otherwise out of the water. .. ").

Respondents' Response: Disputed that there was a FAD of any kind involved with the
August 24, 2009 set. The evidence does not establish that there was a raft. Mr.
Morikawa could not and did not describe what he supposedly saw. See Responses to
Agency FF Nos. 41-42, 44-46.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
44.
Mr. Morikawa testified that the FN American Triumph then made a set at 0931
approximately 75 meters from the raft. Id.

Respondents' Response: Disputed. There was no raft; no other person on the vessel saw
a raft. See Resp. FF Nos. 104-106.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
45.
Mr. Morikawa recorded these events in his Purse Seine Observer Workbook for
24 August 2009 in entries at 0928 and 0931. Agency Exhibit 3 at PS-2, page 14 of 30.

Respondents' Response: Disputed. The events did not occur as recounted by Mr.
Morikawa and his documentation reflects this. Mr. Morikawa's own recorded entries
contradict that he saw school fish associated with a raft. He recorded in his daily log a
school association code for feeding on baitfish but not for a floating object or fad. See
Resp. FF No. 102. Moreover, Mr. Morikawa misrepresented events in his document
entries; his testimony and documents are not credible as they are contradicted by the
testimony of two credible, percipient witnesses- Captain Black and the translator, Cucu
Indra Cahyana, who had no incentive or motivation to lie. See Agency Exh. 13
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(Captain's response to question 11 from Agent Kevin Painter, dated April 14, 2010),
Testimony of Anthony Black, Tr. at 121:24-123:17; 138:6-139:6 (August27, 2012),
Resp. FF Nos. 49-55 and 67-69; see also Resp. FF Nos. 104-106. Captain Black believed
that Mr. Morikawa' s document entries were false and he had a plan to report violations in
order to obtain a reward. Testimony of Anthony Black, Tr. at 157:20-158:15 (August 27,
2012). Both the translator and Captain Black testified that Mr. Morikawa knew he could
receive a reward for reporting violations; this provided a motive for him to misrepresent
what he observed on the trip in his diary, workbooks, and trip report. See Resp. FF Nos.
61-66.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
Mr~ Morikawa recorded details related to these events in his Trip Diary entries for
46.
24 August 2009. Agency Exhibit 1 at 24.

Respondents' Response: Disputed. See Response to Agency FF No. 45.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
4 7.
At all times during the events of August 24, 2009 described above, the FN
American Triumph was located within the Western and Central Pacific Fisheries Convention
Area as defined by 50 CPR 300.211. See TR 162 at 18 - 19 (July 9 - 11, 2012 Hearing) and
Agency Exhibit 9.
Respondents' Response: Undisputed that the vessel was located within the Convention
area. However, the regulation and the definitions speak for themselves.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
Mr: Morikawa testified that on September 4, 2009, he witnessed the FN
48.
American Triumph make a set on or near a FAD. TR 35 - 38 (January 31, 2012 Hearing).

Respondents' Response: Disputed. The vessel did not set on or near a FAD. See Resp.
FF No. 138. Mr. Morikawa's testimony is not credible as he had an incentive to report
violations to receive a reward. Nor was his account of the alleged violation corroborated
by any other witness. In contrast, the captain of the vessel directly contradicted Mr.
Morikawa's version of events. See Response to Agency FF Nos. 49, 53-:55.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
49.
Specifically, Mr. Morikawa testified that at approximately 0510 on September 4,
2009, while the FN American Triumph was investigating its own beacon number 42 and an
associated raft, the vessel determined that there were tuna around it. Id. at 35-36. ·
Respondents' Response: Disputed. The captain signed a sworn statement that the vessel
did not set on a raft. This was a standard fish under the boat set. See Resp. FF No. 138.
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Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.

50.
This raft was a "fish aggregating device" within the meaning of that term set forth
at 50 C.F.R. § 300.211 ("any artificial or natural floating object, whether anchored or not and
whether situated at the water surface or not, that is capable of aggregating fish, as well as any
objects used for that purpose that are situated on board a vessel or otherwise out of the
water ... ").
Respondents' Response: Disputed that there was a FAD of any kind involved with the
September 4, 2009 set. The evidence does not establish that there was a raft. Mr.
Morikawa could not and did not describe what he supposedly saw. See Responses to ·
Agency FF Nos. 48-49, 51-55.
Ruling.: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.

51.
Mr. Morikawa testified that approximately two minutes later the FN American
Triumph lowered an auxillary work boat into the water. Id at 36.
Respondents' Response: Disputed that the set was anything other than a standard fish
under the boat set. During this set, the vessel used standard workboats and working
safety lights to assist the fishing master in marking his position. No aggregating lights
were used. See Resp. FF No. 138-139. Further, Mr. Morikawa's claim is not credible
and no other witness corroborated his version of events. See e.g., Response to Agency
FF No. 54.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.

52.
Mr. Morakawa testified that the work boat deployed submerged green and yellow
lights which he described as "aggregating lights" while it stayed near the raft. Id at 37.
Respondents' Response: Disputed. The crew did not put aggregating lights in the water
during this set. See Resp. FF No. 138-:139. Further, Mr. Morikawa's claim is not
credible and no other witness corroborated his version of events. See e.g., Response to
Agency FF No. 54.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.

53.
Mr. Morikawa testified that the F/V American Triumph then set on the raft, but
managed to exclude the raft from the net before it was fully pursed. Id at 3 7.
Respondents' Response: Disputed. See Responses to Agency FF Nos. 48, 51.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
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54.
Mr. Morikawa recorded details related to these events in his Purse Seine Observer
Workbook for September 4, 2009, in entries at 0510 and 0532. Agency Exhibit 3 at PS-2, page
26 of30.
Respondents' Response: Disputed. Mr. Morikawa misrepresented events in his
document entries; his testimony and documents are not credible as they are contradicted
by the testimony of two credible, percipient witnesses - Captain Black and the translator,
Cucu Indra Cahyana, who had no incentive or motivation to lie. See Agency Exh. 13
(Captain's response to question 11 from Agent Kevin Painter, dated April 14, 2010),
Testimony of Anthony Black, Tr. at 121:24-123:17; 138:6-139:6 (August 27, 2012),
Resp. FF Nos. 49-55 arid 67-69; see also Resp. FF Nos. 138-139. Captain Black believed
that Mr. Morikawa's document entries were false and he had a plan to report violations in
order to obtain a reward. Testimony of Anthony Black, Tr. at 157:20-158:15 (August 27,
2012). Both the translator and Captain Black testified that Mr. Morikawa knew he could
receive a reward for reporting violations; this provided a motive for him to misrepresent
what he observed on the trip in his diary, workbooks, and trip report. See Resp. FF Nos.
61-66.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.

Mr. Morikawa recorded details related to these events in his Trip Diary entries for
55.
September 4, 2009. Agency Exhibit 1 at 43 - 44.
Respondents' Response: Disputed. See Response to Agency FF No. 54.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
56.
At all times during the events of September 4, 2009 described above, the FN
American Triumph was located within the Western and Central Pacific Fisheries Convention
Area as defined by 50 CFR 300.211. See TR 162 at 18 - 19 (July 9.:. 11, 2012 Hearing) and
Agency Exhibit 9.
Respondents' Response: Undisputed that the vessel was located within the Convention
area. However, the regulation and the definitions speak for themselves.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.

Mr. Morikawa testified that on August 15, 2009, he witnessed the FN American
57.
Triumph make a set on or near a FAD. TR 39 - 43 (January 31, 2012 Hearing).
Respondents' Response: Disputed. There was no raft; the vessel did not set on or near
raft. See Resp. FF Nos. 121-122. Mr. Morikawa's testimony is not credible as he had an
incentive to report violations to receive a reward. Nor was his account of the alleged
violation corroborated by any other witness. In contrast, both the captain of the vessel
and the translator directly contradicted Mr. Morikawa's version of events. See Response
to Agency FF Nos. 58-59, 60-67.
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Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
58.
Specifically, Mr. Morikawa testified that at approximately 0430 on August 15,
2009, he went to the bridge of the FN American Triumph and at 0459 he spotted a buoy. Id at "
39.

Respondents' Response: Disputed. Mr. Morikawa's claim that he saw a buoy is not
credible. He admitted it was dark at that time of morning and that it could have been up
to 10 miles away. See Resp. FF No. 116-117, 121-122.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
59.
Mr. Morikawa testified the buoy was attached to a raft and that the vessel
proceeded to investigate the buoy and the raft. Id at 40.

Respondents' Response: Disputed. Mr. Morikawa's claim that he saw a buoy is not
credible; there was no raft. See id.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
· 60.
This raft was a "fish aggregating device" within the meaning of that term set forth
at 50 C.F.R. § 300.211 ("any artificial or natural floating object, whether anchored or not and
whether situated at the water surface or not, that is capable of aggregating fish, as well as any
objects used for that purpose that are situated on board a vessel or otherwise out of the water. .. ").

Respondents' Response: Disputed that there was a FAD of any kind involved with the
August 15, 2009 set. The evidence does not establish that there was a raft. See
Responses to Agency FF Nos. 57-59, 61-67.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
61.
Mr. Morikawa testified that the FN American Triumph investigated the raft by
going slowing around the raft and used its sonar to see fish present under the raft. Id at 40.

Respondents' Response: Mr. Morikawa's claim that he saw a buoy is not credible; there
was no raft. The vessel did not and could not use sonar to detect fish under the boat. See
Resp. FF Nos. 116-118.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
62.
Mr. Morikawa testified that the FN American Triumph then deployed submerged
green and yellow aggregating lights of the same type used by the work boat on September 4,
2009. Id. at 40-41.
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Respondents' Response: Disputed. Mr. Morikawa's claim that the vessel used
aggregating lights is not credible. It did not do so. See Resp. FF Nos. 119-124.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.

Mr. Morikawa testified that the FN American Triumph next lowered an auxiliary
63.
work boat into the water. Id. at 41.
Respondents' Response: Disputed that this was anything other than a standard fish
under the boat set, which used workboats and working safety lights to assist the fishing
master in positioning the net. Aggregating lights were not used. See Resp. FF No. 122.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.

Mr. Morakawa testified that once the work boat deployed its submerged green
64.
and yellow aggregating lights, the FN American Triumph pulled up its aggregating lights and
moved away from the work boat, the raft and the beacon. Id. at 41-42.
Respondents' Response: See Response to Agency FF No. 63.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.

Mr. Morikawa testified that the FN American Triumph then set on the raft at
65.
0532. Id. at 42.
Respondents' Response: Disputed that there was a FAD of any kind involved with the
August 15, 2009 set. The evidence does not establish that there was a raft. See
· Responses to Agency FF Nos. 57-59, 61-4, and 67.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
66.
Mr. Morikawa recorded details related to these events in his Purse Seine Observer
Workbook for August 15, 2009, in entries at 0430, 0459 and 0532. Agency Exhibit 3 at PS-2,
page 5 of30.
Respondents' Response: Disputed. Mr. Morikawa misrepresented events in his
document entries; his testimony and documents are not credible as they are contradicted
by the testimony of two credible, percipient witnesses - Captain Black and the translator,
Cucu Indra Cahyana, who had no incentive or motivation to lie. See Agency Exh. 13
(Captain's response to question 11 from Agent Kevin Painter, dated April 14, 2010),
Testimony of Anthony Black, Tr. at 121:24-123:17; 138:6-139:6 (August 27, 2012),
Resp. FF Nos. 49-55 and 67-69; see also Resp. FF Nos. 115-124. Captain Black believed
that Mr. Morikawa's document entries were false and he had a plan to report violations in
order to obtain a reward. Testimony of Anthony Black, Tr. at 157:20-158:15 (August 27,
2012). Both the translator and Captain Black testified that Mr. Morikawa knew he could
receive a reward for reporting violations; this provided a motive for him to misrepresent
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what he observed on the trip in his diary, workbooks, and trip report. See Resp. FF Nos.
61-66.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
Mr. Morikawa recorded details related to these events in his Trip Diary entries for
67.
August 15, 2009. Agency Exhibit 1 at 6.

Respondents' Response: See Response to Agency FF No. 66.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
68.
At all times during the events of August 15, 2009 described above, the FN
American Triumph was located within the Western and Central Pacific Fisheries Convention
Area as defined by 50 CFR 300.211. See TR 162 at 18 - 19 (July 9 - 11, 2012 Hearing) and
Agency Exhibit 9.
Respondents' Response: Undisputed that the vessel was located within the Convention
area. However, the regulation and the definitions speak for themselves.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
Mr. Morikawa testified that on August 17, 2009, he witnessed the FN American
69.
Triumph make a set on a FAD. TR 43 - 48 (January 31, 2012 Hearing).

Respondents' Response: Disputed. There was no raft. This was a normal fish under the
boat set. See Resp. FF Nos. 131-133. Mr. Morikawa's testimony is not credible as he
had an incentive to report violations to receive a reward. Nor was his account of the .
alleged violation corroborated by any other witness. In contrast, both the captain of the
vessel and the translator directly contradicted Mr. Morikawa's version of events. See
Responses to Agency FF Nos. 70-72, 75-77.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
70.
Specifically, Mr. Morikawa testified that at approximately 0430 on August 17,
2009, he went to the bridge of the FN American Triumph and saw that vessel was searching for
a raft because the track finder that is used to find locator buoys was on. Id at 45-46.
Respondents' Response: Disputed. Mr. Morikawa's statement that he saw the vessel
was searching for a raft because the track finder was on is not credible. Buoy numbers
cannot be read by a track finder, only frequencies, and Mr. Morikawa.could not have seen
the buoy number in the dark at that time of day. See Resp. FF No. 128.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
71.

Mr. Morikawa testified that at 0458 he saw buoy and a raft. Id at 46.
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Respondents' Response: Disputed. There was no raft; no FAD set was made. See
Responses to Agency FF Nos. 69 and 70.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
72.
This raft was a "fish aggregating device" within the meaning of that term set forth
at 50 C.F.R. § 300.211 ("any artificial or mttural floating object, whether anchored or not and
whether situated at the water surface or not, that is capable of aggregating fish, as well as any
objects used for that purpose that are situated on board a vessel or otherwise out of the
water ... ").

Respondents' Response: Disputed that there was a FAD of any kind involved with the
August 15, 2009 set. The evidence does not establish that there was a raft. See
Responses to Agency FF Nos. 69-71, 75-77.
·
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
73.
Mr. Morikawa testified that he next saw the FN American Triumph deploy
submerged aggregating lights and then saw the FN American Triumph lower an auxiliary
workboat into the water. Id. at 46.

Respondents' Response: Disputed. The set was a ordinary fish under the boat situation.
The fish were caught using the standard deployment of a workboat and working lights to
assist the fishing master in the position. The vessel did not use aggregating lights. See
Resp. FF No. 132.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons

stat~d

herein.

74.
Mr. Morikawa testified that once the workboat, which had deployed its own
submerged aggregating lights, was in the water, the FN American Triumph retrieved its
submerged aggregating lights and moved away from the workboat so that it could make a set.

Id.
Respondents' Response: Disputed. See Responses to Agency FF No. 69 and 73.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
75.
Mr. Morikawa testified that the FN American Triumph then set on the raft at
0533. Id. at 47-48.

Respondents' Response: Disputed. There was no raft; no FAD set was made. See
Response to Agency FF No. 69.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
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76.
Mr. Morikawa recorded details related to these events in his Purse Seine Observer
Workbook for August 17, 2009, in entries at 0430, 0458 and 0533. Agency Exhibit 3 at PS-2,
page 7 of30.
Respondents' Response: Disputed. Mr. Morikawa misrepresented events in his
document entries; his testimony and documents are not credible as they are contradicted
by the testimony of two credible, percipient witnesses-Captain Black and the translator,
Cucu Indra Cahyana, who had no incentive or motivation to lie. See Agency Exh. 13
(Captain's response to question 11 from Agent Kevin Painter, dated April 14, 2010),
Testimony of Anthony Black, Tr. at 121:24-123:17; 138:6-139:6 (August 27, 2012),
Resp: FF Nos. 49-55 and 67-69; see also Resp. FF Nos. 128, 130-133. Captain Black
believed that Mr. Morikawa's document entries were false and he had a plan to report
violations in order to obtain a reward. Testimony of Anthony Black, Tr. at 157:20158:15 (August 27, 2012). Both the translator and Captain Black testified that Mr.
Morikawa knew he could receive a reward for reporting violations; this provided a
motive for him to misrepresent what he observed on the trip in his diary, workbooks, and
trip report. See Resp. FF Nos. 61-66.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
77.
Mr. Morikawa recorded details related to these events in his Trip Diary entries for
August 17, 2009. AgencyE:xhibit 1 at 10.
Respondents' Response: Disputed. See Response to Agency .FF No. 76.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
At all times during the events of August 17, 2009 described above, the FN
78.
American Triumph was located within the Western and Central Pacific Fisheries Convention
Area as defined by 50 CFR 300.211. See TR 162 at 18 - 19 (July 9 - 11, 2012 Hearing) and
Agency Exhibit 9.
Respondents' Response: Undisputed that the vessel was located within the Convention
area. However, the regulation and the definitions speak for themselves.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.

Mr. Morikawa testified that on August 31, 2009, he witnessed the FN American
79.
Triumph make a set on a FAD. TR 48 - 49 (January 31, 2012 Hearing).
Respondents' Response: Disputed. There was no raft; no set was made on a raft. No
one else reported that they saw a raft. See Resp. FF Nos. 110-112. Mr. Morikawa's
testimony is not credible as he had an incentive to report violations to receive a reward.
Nor was his account of the alleged violation corroborated by any other witness. In
contrast, both the captain of the vessel and the translator directly contradicted Mr.
Morikawa's version of events. See Responses to Agency FF Nos. 84 and 85.
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Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
80.
Specifically, Mr. Morikawa testified that at approximately 1434 on August 31,
2009, he observed the FN American Triumph investigating a free school of tuna that was
feeding on bait fish near a raft. Id at 48.

Respondents' Response: Disputed. Mr. Morikawa's claim that he saw a raft is not
credible. The events did not occur as recounted by Mr. Morikawa and the discrepancies
between his testimony and the documentation reflect this. Mr. Morikawa's own recorded
entries contradict that he saw school fish associated with a raft. He recorded in his daily
log a school association code for feeding on baitfish but not for a floating object or fad.
See Resp. FF No. 109.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
81.
This raft was a "fish aggregating device" within the meaning of that term set forth
at 50 C.F.R. § 300.211 ("any artificial or natural floating object, whether anchored or not and
whether situated at the water surface or not, that is capable of aggregating fish, as well as any
objects used for that purpose that are situated on board a vessel or otherwise out of the water.
The meaning of FAD does not include a fishing vessel, provided that the fishing vessel is not
·
used for the purpose of aggregating fish ... ").

Respondents' Response: Disputed that there was a FAD of any kind involved with the
August 15, 2009 set. The evidence does not establish that there was a raft. See
Responses to Agency FF Nos. 79-80, 82-85.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
82.
Mr. Morikawa testified the FN American Triumph then maneuvered near the raft
to separate the tuna from the raft. Id

Respondents' Response: Disputed. No FAD set was made. At the time the skiff boat
was released, no FAD was observed by the captain nor was one reported by anyone to be
within one mile of the vessel. See Resp. FF No. 110-111.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
83.
Mr. Morikawa testified that he later saw a school approximately 50 meters from
the raft and that FN American Triumph then made at set near the raft at 1503. Id

Respondents' Response: Disputed. See Responses to Agency FF Nos. 80 and 82.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
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84.
Mr. Morikawa recorded details related to these events in his Purse Seine Observer
Workbook for August 31, 2009, in entries at 1434 and 1503. Agency Exhibit 3 at PS-2, page 22
of30.

Respondents' Response: Disputed. The events did not occur as recounted by Mr.
Morikawa and his documentation reflects this. Mr. Morikawa's own recorded entries
contradict that he saw school fish associated with a raft. He recorded in his daily log a
school association code for feeding on baitfish but not for a floating object or fad. See
Resp. FF No. 109. Moreover, Mr. Morikawa misrepresented events in his document
entries; his testimony and documents are not credible as they are contradicted by the
testimony of two credible, percipient witnesses - Captain Black and the translator, Cucu
Indra Cahyana, who had no incentive or motivation to lie. See Agency Exh. 13
(Captain's response to question 11 from Agent Kevin Painter, dated April 14, 2010),
Testimony of Anthony Black, Tr. at 121:24-123:17; 138:6-139:6 (August 27, 2012),
Resp. FF Nos. 49-55 and 67-69; see also Resp. FF Nos. 110-111. Captain Black believed
that Mr. Morikawa's document entries were false and he had a plan to report violations in
order to obtain a reward. Testimony of Anthony Black, Tr. at 157:20-158:15 (August 27,
2012). Both the translator and Captain Black testified that Mr. Morikawa knew he could
. receive a reward for reporting violations; this provided a motive for him to misrepresent
what he observed on the trip in his diary, workbooks, and trip report. See Resp. FF Nos.
61-66.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
85.
Mr. Morikawa recorded details related to these events in his Trip Diary entries for
August 17, 2009. Agency Exhibit 1at37.

Respondents' Response: Disputed that Mr. Morikawa did not record details related to
these events for August 17, 2009; It is disputed that Mr. Morikawa's entries in Agency
. Exhibit 1 at 37 are a credible representation of the events on August 31, 2009. See
Response to Agency FF No. 84.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
86.
At all times during the events of August 17, 2009 described above, the FN
American Triumph was located within the Western and Central Pacific Fisheries Convention
Area as defined by 50 CFR 300.211. See TR 162 at 18 - 19 (July 9 - 11, 2012 Hearing) and
Agency Exhibit 9.

Respondents' Response: Disputed that the above alleged events occurred on August 17,
2009; undisputed that the vessel was located within the Convention area. However, the
regulation and the definitions speak for themselves.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
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Agency's Proposed Conclusions of Law:
1.
The Western and Central Pacific Fisheries Convention Implementation Act states
that "[a]ny person that violates any provision of this chapter is subject to the penalties ...
provided in the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act." 16 U.S.C. §
6905(c).
Respondents' Response: Undisputed. The statute speaks for itself.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
2.
Respondents Anthony Black, American Triumph Fishing LLC and Yen Ming
Yuan are all "persons" as defined by the Western and Central Pacific Fisheries Convention
Implementation Act. See 50 C.F.R. § 300.211.
Respondents' Response: Undisputed. The regulations speak for themselves.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
3.
Title 50 C.F.R. § 300.223 was promulgated pursuant to the Western and Central
Pacific Fisheries Convention Implementation Act.
Respondents' Response: Undisputed. The regulations speak for themselves ..
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
4.
Under 50 C.F.R. § 300.223(b)(l) it is unlawful to set a purse seine around a fish
aggregating device or within one nautical mile of a fish aggregating device.
Respondents' Response: Undisputed. The regulations speak for themselves.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
5.
Under 50 C.F.R. § 300.223(b)(4), it is unlawful to repair, clean, maintain, or
otherwise service a fish aggregating device, including any electronic equipment used in
association with a fish aggregating device.
Respondents' Response: Undisputed. The regulations speak for themselves.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
6.
The Agency has established by a preponderance of the evidence that Respondents
Anthony Black, American Triumph Fishing LLC and Yen Ming Yuan violated the Western and
Central Pacific Fisheries Convention Implementation Act and its underlying regu.lations codified
at 50 C.F.R. §§ 300.223(b) on August 28, 2009, by servicing a FAD.
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Respondents' Response: Disputed. The agency has failed to prove this charge by a
preponderance of the evidence.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
7.
The Agency has established by a preponderance of the evidence that Respondents
Anthony Black, American Triumph Fishing LLC and Yen Ming Yuan violated the Western and
Central Pacific Fisheries Convention Implementation Act and its underlying regulations codified
at 50 C.F.R. §§ 300.223(b) on August 18, 2009, by setting a purse seine on or within one
nautical mile of a fish aggregating device.

Respondents' Response: Disputed. The agency has failed to prove this charge by a
preponderance of the evidence.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
8.
The Agency has established by a preponderance of the evidence that Respondents
Anthony Black, American Triumph Fishing LLC and Yen Ming Yuan violated the Western and
Central Pacific Fisheries Convention Implementation Act and its underlying regulations codified
at 50 C.F.R. §§ 300.223(b) on August 22, 2009, by setting a purse seine on or within one nautical
mile of a fish aggregating device.

Respondents' Response: Disputed. The agency has failed to prove this charge by a
preponderance of the evidence.
Ruling: REJECTED for the reasons stated herein.
9.
The Agency has established by a preponderance of the evidence that Respondents
Anthony Black, American Triumph Fishing LLC and Yen Ming Yuan violated the Western and
Central Pacific Fisheries Convention Implementation Act and its underlying regulations codified
at 50 C.F.R. §§ 300.223(b) on August 24, 2009, by setting a purse seine on or within one nautical
mile of a fish aggregating device.

Respondents' Response: Disputed. The agency has failed to prove this charge by a
preponderance of the evidence.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
10.
The Agency has established by a preponderance of the evidence that Respondents
Anthony Black, American.Triumph Fishing LLC and Yen Ming Yuan violated the Western and
Central Pacific Fisheries Convention Implementation Act and its underlying regulations codified
at 50 C.F .R. §§ 300 .223 (b) on September 4, 2009, by setting a purse seine on or within one
nautical mile of a fish aggregating device.

Respondents' Response: Disputed. The agency has failed to prove this charge by a
preponderance of the evidence.
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Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
11.
The Agency has established by a preponderance of the evidence that Respondents
Anthony Black, American Triumph Fishing LLC and Yen Ming Yuan violated the Western and
Central Pacific Fisheries Convention Implementation Act and its underlying regulations codified
at 50 C.F.R. §§ 300.223(b) on August 15, 2009, by setting a purse seine on or within one nautical
mile of a fish aggregating device.

Respondents' Response: Disputed. The agency has failed to prove this charge by a
preponderance of the evidence.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
12.
The Agency has established by a preponderance of the evidence that Respondents
Anthony Black, American Triumph Fishing LLC and Yen Ming Yuan violated the Western and
Central Pacific Fisheries Convention Implementation Act and its underlying regulations codified
at 50 C.F.R. §§ 300.223(b) on August 17, 2009, by setting a purse seine on or within one nautical
mile of a fish aggregating device.

Respondents' Response: Disputed. The agency has failed to prove this charge by a
preponderance of the evidence.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
13.
The Agency has established by a preponderance of the evidence that Respondents
Anthony Black, American Triumph Fishing LLC and Yen Ming Yuan violated the Western and
Central Pacific Fisheries Convention Implementation Act and its underlying regulations codified
at 50 C.F.R. §§ 300.223(b) on August 31, 2009, by setting a purse seine on or within one nautical
mile of a fish aggregating device.

Respondents' Response: Disputed. The agency has failed to prove this charge by a
preponderance of the evidence.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
14.
Under the theory ofrespondeat superior, Respondents Anthony Black, American
Triumph Fishing LLC and Yen Ming Yuan are jointly and severally liable for the violations of
the Western and Central Pacific Fisheries Convention Implementation Act. See 15 C.F .R. §
904.107; see also In the Matter ofBruce Stiller, et al., 1998 NOAA LEXIS 6 at 1.4-15 (Aug. 10.
1998).

Respondents' Response: Disputed. The agency has failed to prove any of the charges
alleged in the NOVA by a preponderance of the evidence.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED for the reasons stated herein.
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Respondents' Proposed Findings of Fact:
1.
A goal of the Western and Central Pacific Fisheries Commission ("WCPFC" or
"Commission") was to begin a three year program of reducing the catch ofbigeye and yellowfin
tuna in purse seine fishing. NOAA implemented regulations that imposed limits on fishing by
purse seine vessels by prohibiting them from setting a net around, near (within orte nautical
mile), or in associatiOn with a fish aggregating device (FAD) or deploying and servicing a FAD
for the months of August and September, 2009. Resp. Exh. L (Fed. Reg. at 26161).
Agency Response: The Agency agrees generally.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
2.
The main tuna species caught in the ocean area subject to the Commission's
conservation measures is skipjack, a species not considered to be overfished, or even in danger
of being overfished. Of the total catch of tuna in 2009 (2,467,903 metric tons) for the region,
skipjack harvests represented 73%, or 1,789,979 metric tons. Resp. Exh. A, at p. 2. Of the total
catch, 77% was harvested by purse seine vessels, or 1,894,500 metric tons, and the remainder by
other types of gear, such as longline vessels. Relatively small amounts of bigeye, usually small
fish, and some yellowfin are caught in the purse seine fishery. See id. at p. 3.
Agency Response: The Agency disagrees as the proposed finding is both compound and
argumentative.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
3.
At its December 2007 meeting, the Commission created an observer program "to,
among other things, collect verified catch data, and to monitor the implementation of the
conservation and management measures adopted by the Commission." Resp. Ex. H, at 1.
Agency Response: The Agency agrees that in 2007 the Commission established a
regional observer program. The Western and Central Pacific Fisheries Convention
requires that an observer program be established "to, among other things, collect verified
catch data, and to monitor the implementation of the conservation and management
measures adopted by the Commission."
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
4.
Under the program, observers are recruited from the various Pacific nations
whose fishing zones contain tuna resources sought by purse seine vessel from many other
nations, such as the United States. Training for these observers, none of whom are from the
United States, is provided by the Secretariat of the Pacific Community and the Forum Fisheries
Agency. Testimony of Siosifa Fukafuka, Tr. at 110:12-112:25 (July 9, 2012).
Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
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Ruling: ACCEPTED IN PART AND INCORPORATED AND REJECTED IN
PART. The cited testimony supports Respondents' contention that the Secretariat
of the Pacific Community and the Forum Fisheries Agency coordinate in the
training of observers. However, the cited testimony does not support the other
statements in this Proposed Finding of Fact.

5.
116:10-21.

The training course was described as rather short, about three to five weeks. Id. at

Agency Re.sponse: The Agency disagrees that the training course was described as rather
short. The Agency agrees that the current observer training course is five weeks long.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED with respect to the fact of the length
of the training course. REJECTED as to the description of the course as being
"rather short."
6.
The primary function of the observer is to record events that occur on the vessel
with respect to fishing activity, amounts and types of fish caught, significant bycatch, and related
information. Resp. Exh. H at p. 2.
Agency Response: The Agency disagrees. The WCPFC Conservation and Management
Measure 2007-01 (Respondents' Exhibit Hat 2) states that the "The functions of
observers operating under the Commission ROP shall include collecting catch data and
other scientific data, monitoring the implementation of the conservation and management
measures adopted by the Commission and any additional information related to the
fishery that may be approved by the Commission."
Ruling: REJECTED. The document speaks for itself and provides the best
evidence of what Measure 2007-01 states.
7.
On August 4, 2009, NOAA issued the final regulations implementing what it
considered to be its FAD regulation obligations under Conservation and Management Measure
(CMM) 2008-1 adopted by the Commission in December 2008 that applies to fishing by tuna
purse seine vessels operating in the Pacific Ocean under the Commission's jurisdiction. Resp.
Ex.I.
Agency Response: The Agency agrees that on August 4, 2009, it issued final regulations
implementing WCPFC Conservation and Management Measure 2008-01 as it applied to
purse seine vessels.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
8.·
The two main purposes of Measure 2008-1, through a series of specific fishery
management measures, are to (1) initiate a three-year program (2009-2011) aimed at reducing
the mortality ofbigeye tuna by 30%; and (2) ensure that yellowfin tuna mortality does not
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exceed a certain historical limit. The measures included elements that sought to limit the catch
of these two species of tuna by purse seine vessels and by longline vessels. Resp. Ex. I, at 2-3.
Agency Response: The Agency agrees that two of the four objectives of CMM 2008-01
are to: 1) achieve, through the implementation of a package of measures, over a threeyear period commencing in 2009, a minimum of 30% reduction in bigeye tuna fishing
mortality from the annual average during the period 2001-2004 or 2004; and 2) ensure
that there is no increase in fishing mortality for yellowfm tuna beyond the annual average
during the period 2001-2004 average or 2004.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED IN PART, REJECTED to the extent
that this Proposed Finding of Fact attempts to differentiate the 4 purposes of
Measure 2008-01 as being "main purposes".

9.
Each nation engaged in the Commission's management program is obligated to
implement and enforce CMM 2008-1 through its own domestic laws with respect to vessels
operating under its flag, including chartered vessels. Resp. Ex. I, at 3. See AgencyExh. 18 for a
map of the relevant geographical area.
Agency Response: The Agency agrees that the United States is obligated to implement
and enforce the conservation and management measures adopted by the WCPFC, but
disagrees that the documents cited to support this contention.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.

10.
This case involves a U.S. flag tuna purse seine vessel. That portion of CMM
2008-1 that is relevant to this proceeding states the following:
The purse seine fishery on the high seas in the area bounded by 20°N and 20°S shall be
closed to fishing on FADs [fish aggregating devices] between 0000 hours on 1 August 2009 and
2400 hours on 30 September [2009]. During this period all purse seine vessels without an
observer from the Regional Observer Program on board will cease fishing and return directly to
port. During this period, a vessel may only engage in fishing operations if the vessel carries on
board an observer from the Regional Observer Program to monitor that at no time does the vessel
deploy or service any FAD or associated electronic devices or fish on schools in association with
FADs. Resp. Exh. I at 3-4.
Agency Response: The Agency agrees that paragraph 13 of CMM 2008-01 reads as
quoted above (without the bracketed text), but notes that other paragraphs of the CMM
apply as well. In addition, the Agency notes that Respondents are charged with violating
a U.S. law and regulation, not CMM 2008-01.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED in the Principles of Law section.

11.
AF AD was defined very broadly in CMM 2008-1 as "any man-made device, or
natural floating object, whether anchored or not, that is capable of aggregating fish." Resp. Exh.
I, at 2, n. 1.
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Agency Response: The Agency agrees that CMM 2008-01 defined a FAD as stated
above, but submits that the characterization of "very broadly" is argumentative.

Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED in the Principles of Law section.
12.
No guidance was provided, in a scientific sense, as to every possible method by
which a FAD "is capable" of aggregating fish. However, in Attachment E to Measure 2008-1,
the Commissi.on' s Guidelines for Preparation of FAD Management Plans contain a different
definition: "Fish aggregating devices (FAD) are dri:fting or anchored floating or submerged
objects deployed by vessels for the purpose of aggregating tuna species to purse seine or ring-net
fishing operations." Resp. Ex. I, at 39 (Att. E).
Agency Response: The Agency disagrees as the proposed finding is argumentative rather
than factual.

Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED as to the fact of Attachment E's
definition. The rest is REJECTED as a Finding of Fact.
13.
The regulations issued by NOAA on August 4, 2009 contained a different
definition of what is a FAD than the Commission's various definitions: "Fish aggregating
device, or FAD, means any artificial or natural floating object, whether anchored or not and
whether situated at the water surface or not, that is capable of aggregating fish, as well as any
objects used for that purpose that are situated on board a vessel or otherwise out of the water,
except that the meaning of FAD does not include a fishing vessel, provided that the fishing
vessel is.not used for the purpose of aggregating fish." Resp. Exh. R (50 C.F.R. § 300.211). No
further guidance was given on how this "aggregation" purpose would be purposely achieved,
including with respect to the use of lights.
Agency Response: The Agency agrees that it defined FAD as stated above, but disagrees
with the remainder of the proposed finding as argumentative.

Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED into the Principles of Law as.to what
the NOAA regulations defined as a FAD. The rest is REJECTED as a Finding of
Fact.
)
14.
During the rulemaking process, the American Tunaboat Association brought some
concerns to the attention of NOAA, including with respect to the issue of "fish under the boat."
Resp. Exh. M, at 2. In response, the agency added language about the vessel not being a FAD,
and provided the following explanation:

Comment 5: During a FAD prohibition period, the following should not be prohibited:
(1) in situations in which there are no FADs in the area of the fishing vessel, capturing a school
of fish that has aggregated under the vessel. ..
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Response: Regarding activity (1), the commenter's view is consistent with the intent of
the proposed rule; however NMFS will revise the final rule to clarify that the meaning of a FAD
does not include the vessel itself. ..

Resp. Exh. N, 74 Fed. Reg. 38544, 38546 (August 4, 2009).
CMM2009-02

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees with this proposed finding because the
Respondents have truncated all references to ignore the caveat that FAD was defined to
not include the fishing vessel provided that the fishing vessel is not used for the purpose
of aggregating fish. Eliminating the· full scope of the issue renders this proposed finding
argumentative rather than factual.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED as to the fact of the ATA's
submitting of comments to the proposed rules regarding use of fish aggregating
devices and the full text of the Agency's rulemaking comment/response.
15.
CMM 2008-01 was not the final word on the meaning of the conservation
measure the Commission had adopted, including the definition of what constitutes a FAD.
Because of "unclear rules for the application of the provisions relating to the FAD closure," the
Commission adopted, in December 2009, CMM 2009-02 which contained a modification of the
definition of a FAD in Measure 2008-1:
A FAD shall be interpreted as including: "any object or group of objects, of any size,
that has or has not been deployed, that is living or non-living, including but not limited to buoys,
floats, netting, webbing, plastics, bamboo, logs and whale sharks on or near the surface of the
water that fish may associate with." Resp. Ex. J., at 2.
·

Agency Response: The Agency agrees that the Commission adopted CMM 2009-02 in
December 2009 and that it contained the above definition for FAD. The Agency
disagrees with the remainder of this proposed finding as argumentative.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
16.
Measure 2009-2 also contained the following: "5. The operator of a vessel shall
not allow the vessel to be used to aggregate fish, or to move aggregated fish including using
underwater lights and chumming." Id.

Agency Response: The Agency agrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
17.
On August 1, 2009, every U.S. Tuna boat which went fishing in the Commission
area had to have an observer on board and could not going fishing without one. Resp. Exh. H at
p. 1; see also Testimony of Brian Hallman ("Hallman Test."), Exec. Dir. American Tunaboat
Ass'n., Tr. at 27:18-23 (August 27, 2012); Resp. Exh. R; 50 C.F.R. § 300.223(e)(l).
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Agency Response: The Agency agrees, with exception that the final rule did not publish
until August 4, 2009, and went immediately into effect at that time.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
18.
Under the Observer Program, an observer or his supervisor is supposed to
communicate with the captain to provide him an opportunity to comment on the observer's trip
report. Hallman Test., Tr. at 31:14-22 (August 27, 2012).

· Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: REJECTED.
19.
The rights and responsibilities of the vessel operators and captains include
"[t]imely notification from the observer provider on completion of the observer's trip of any
comments concerning the vessel operations." Resp. Exh. H, Annex A, at Para. l.c.

Agency Response: The Agency agrees that the document says what is quoted above, but
notes that is contained within an attachment to a WCPFC Conservation and Management
Measure and not within a U.S. law or regulation and therefore is beyond the scope of the
Court. Further, the Agency notes that the American Tunaboat Association directly
contracts with the observer provider for observer services so this is matter between those
two entities and not relevant to this proceeding.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
20.
The captain is supposed to be given the opportunity to comment on the observer's
report, with the right to add additional information that may be relevant. However, the captain is
obligated to ensure that the observer is not, among other things, intimidated, interfered with, or
bribed. Id. at Annex 1, Para. 2.m.

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees to the extent that this is argument and not a
finding of fact. In addition, it misunderstands the nature of a regional fishery
management organization. Conservation and management measures adopted by the
Commission are binding on countries,. not individuals.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
21.
For his part, the observer is to abide by the rights and responsibilities set forth in
Annex A to CMM 2007-02, which includes "adherence to the ROP Code of Conduct for
observers." Resp. Exh. H, Annex A at Para. 2.k; see also Resp. Exh. 0 (Schedule 3-FFA
[Forum Fisheries Agency] Observer Code of Conduct).

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees for several reasons: 1) this is argument and not
a finding of fact. In addition, it misunderstands the nature of a regional fishery
management organization. Conservation and management measures adopted by the
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Commission are binding on countries, not individuals; 2) CMM 2007-02 is a measure
about the Commission Vessel Monitoring System; and 3) the Code of Conduct attached
to Respondents' Exhibit 0 is the FFA Observer Code of Conduct which is not the same
thing as the ROP Observer Code of Conduct.

Ruling: REJECTED.
22.
Under "Conduct," this Code requires that an observer report any attempt to
compromise or harass them, and must not "accept inducement with money or gifts of any kind."
Resp. Exh. 0 at Schedule 3, p. 4 (Conduct para. e).

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees as the Respondents' have truncated the quote,
changing the meaning of the language, making it argumentative rather than factual.
Ruling: ACCEPTED IN PART TO THE EXTENT THAT RESPONDENTS ARE
REFERRING TO WHAT THE CODE OF CONDUCT ACTUALLY STATES IN
FULL - FOR WHICH THE DOCUMENT IS THE BEST EVIDENCE.
23.
In addition, an observer must not possess or use any betel nut on the vessel. Id. at
Schedule 3, p. 5 (Conduct, para. c).

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees as this is a term of an attachment to an MOU
between the American Tunaboat Association and the Forum Fisheries Agency and is
beyond the scope of this Court.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
24.
In the Notice of Violation, September 29, 2010 ("NOVA"), NOAA charged
Respondents with eight violations of NOAA regulations related to setting a purse seine net near
or in association with a fish aggregating device ("FAD") under 50 CFR §300.222(w) and 223
(b). Resp. Exh. R. Total penalties sought equal $872,500. See NOV A.

Agency Response: The Agency agrees with the exception that one of the eight counts
was for deploying a beacon on a FAD rather than setting on or near a FAD.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED IN PART with respect to the date of
the issuance of the NOVA and its contents, which speak for themselves; REJECTED
to the extent this proposed Finding of Fact misstates the document.
25.
Under Count 1, NOAA alleged that Respondents deployed a FAD on August 28,
2009 in violation oflaw. NOAA assessed a penalty in the amount of $87,500. See NOVA.

Agency Response: The Agency agrees with the exception that it amended the NOVA on
the record at the hearing to deploying a beacon on a FAD.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
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26.
Under Count 2, NOAA alleged that the vessel set its net within 100 meters of a
FAD on August 18, 2009 in violation of applicable law. NOAA assessed a penalty in the
amount of $83,750. See NOV A.
Agency Response: The Agency agrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
27.
Under Count 3, NOAA alleged the vessel set its net within 50 meters of a FAD on
August 22, 2009 in violation of law'. NOAA assessed a penalty in the amount of $140,000, the
maximum civil penalty that may be charged for a single violation. See NOVA.
Agency Response: The Agency agrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
28.
Under Count 4, NOAA alleged the vessel set its net within 75 meters of a FAD on
August 24, 2009 in violation of law. NOAA assessed a penalty in the amount of $80,000. See
NOVA.
Agency Response: The Agency agrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
29.
Under Count 5, NOAA alleged the vessel set its net within 50 meters of a FAD on
August 31, 2009 in violation of law. NOAA assessed a penalty in the amount of $140,000, the
maximum civil penalty that may be charged for a single violation. See NOVA.
Agency Response: The Agency agrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
30.
Under Count 6, NOAA alleged the vessel set its net on a raft in order to capture
the fish that had aggregated in association with the raft in violation on August 15, 2009 of
applicable law. NOAA assessed a penalty in the amount of $140,000, the maximum civil
penalty that may be charged for a single violation. See NOVA.
Agency Response: The Agency agrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
31.
Under Count 7, NOAA alleged the vessel set its net on a raft in order to capture
the fish that had aggregated in association with the raft on August 17, 2009 in violation of
applicable law. NOAA assessed a penalty in the amount of $98,750. See NOVA.
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Agency Response: The Agency agrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
32.
Under Count 8, NOAA alleged the vessel set its net on a raft in order to capture
the fish that had aggregated in association with the raft oil September 4, 2009 in violation of law;
NOAA assessed a penalty in the amount of$102,500. See NOVA.

Agency Response: The Agency agrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
33.
In August of2009, Jason Morikawa was placed on the AMERICAN TRIUMPH
as the observer. Testimony of Jason Morikawa ("Morikawa Test."), Tr. at 15:12-14 (January 31,
2012). He was from the Marshall Islands. Morikawa Test., Tr. at 13:17-19 (January 31, 2012).

Agency Response: The Agency agrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
34.
He had also been on the vessel previously for three trips. Testimony of Captain
Anthony Black ("Black Test."), Tr. at 121:10-15 (August 27, 2012).

Agency Response: The Agency agrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
35.
Mr. Morikawa claimed he attended a two-month training course before
undertaking his first trip on a purse seiner. Morikawa Test., Tr. at 14:23-25 (January 31, 2012).

Agency Response: The Agency agrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
36.
Mr. Morikawa admitted he had no specific training on the FAD closure in 2009.
Id. at 21:2-5.

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees. Mr. Morikawa testified that the observer
coordinator from the Marshall Islands Marine Resources Authority, Dike, gave him
information about the FAD closure. See TR 21 at 6 - 25 (January 31, 2012 Hearing).
Ruling: REJECTED. Mr. Morikawa stated that he was not given specific training
on the FAD closure in 2009 but Respondents Proposed Finding of Fact neglects to
acknowledge that Mr. Morikawa's observer coordinator provided Mr. Morikawa
instructions or information about the FAD closure which entailed no fishing on any
floating object. See Tr. at 21:3-22:1 (January 31, 2012).
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3 7.
The Marshall Island Marine Resource Authority did not talk to Mr. Morikawa
about the deployment ofFADs. Id. at 22:8-10.

Agency Response: The Agency agrees that Mr. Morikawa testified to that.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
38.
Mr. Morikawa was provided no information about U.S. regulations regarding the
FAD closure before he got on the AMERICAN TRIUMPH. Id. at 22: 11-14.

Agency Response: The Agency agrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
39.
Mr. Morikawa was instructed to keep his work quiet and secret and not report
anything "illegal" to the captain. Id. at 22:23-23:4; 74:9-12. He never discussed any of his
allegations about the deployment of FADs, the use of FADs, or the alleged "bribery" by the
fishing master with Captain Black, the person in charge of the AMERICAN TRIUMPH.
Morikawa Test., Tr. at 71:21to72: 4 (January 31, 2012). He also admitted thathe never gave
the Captain an opportunity to correct any alleged violations he claims to have observed. Id., Tr.
at 74:3-8.

Agency Respon~e: The Agency disagrees for several reasons: 1) the cited portions of the
transcript do not support the contentions the Respondents are putting forward; 2) it is
argumentative; and 3) several of Mr. Morikawa's answers were in response to questions
asked about a totally different set of U.S. regulations having no bearing whatsoever to
these proceedings and well beyond the scope of Mr. Morikawa's knowledge.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED to the extent that the Mr. Morikawa
was told to keep his observations of illegal activity secret from the fishing master
and the captain of the vessel is accepted (see Tr. at 22:23-23:6 (January 31, 2012))
and that he did not tell Captain Black or the fishing master about his observations
(see Tr. at 71:21-72:4 (January 31, 2012))-to the extent this proposed Finding of
Fact seeks to state or imply that Mr. Morikawa was under an obligation to do any
such reporting, it is REJECTED.
40.
The captain of the AMERICAN TRIUMPH during the charge period was
Anthony Black. Testimony of Anthony Black ("Black Test."), Tr. at 115:10-13 (August 27,
2012). Captain Black has been involved in the fishing industry since approximately 1965, when
he got his first license. Id. at 116:3-9. Captain Black has an unlimited license and is also a
fishing master. Id. at 118: 19-21.

Agency Response: The Agency agrees with the first sentence, but cannot agree or
disagree with the second and third sentence as they are beyond the scope of the Agency's
·
knowledge.
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Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
41.
Captain Black has a contract with the American Triumph LLC. Id. at 119:4-6.
He is not paid on the basis of how much fish the vessel catches. Id. at 119: 18-20.
Agency Response: The Agency cannof agree or disagree with this proposed finding as it
is beyond the scope of the Agency's knowledge.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
42.
On the vessel, the fishing master is in charge of the fishing operations. Id. at
118:22-119:4; Testimony of Larry Da Rosa, Fleet Manager, ("Da Rosa Test."), Tr. at 183:23184:10 (August 27, 2012). However, in order to be under the American flag, the vessel must
have an American captain and the captain's role is to make sure the fishing master is aware of
the laws and observes them. Black Test. Tr. at 119:21-120:12 (August 27, 2012). When Captain
Black runs a ship, there is no doubt that he is in charge. Id. at 118:22-119:4.
Agency Response: The Agency disagrees as the proposed finding is argumentative rather
than factual.
Ruling: ACCEPTED IN PART AND INCORPORATED to the extent of the role of
the fishing master and the oversight of operations generally by Captain Black as
master of the vessel and his claimed instruction of the fishing master as to the FAD
closure and Captain Black's view that there was no doubt he was in charge; but
REJECTED to the extent of the particular instructions given the fishing master
regarding the closure or the extent of any such instructions.
43.
In 2009, when the FAD closure first came out, the fleet manager for the
AMERiCAN TRIUMPH instructed its captains, including Captain Black, about the FAD
closure. The fleet manager told the captains that FADs did not exist for them during the FAD
closure - they should not go near them or touch them. Da Rosa Test., Tr. at 181:20-182:15
(August 27, 2012)
Agency Response: The Agency cannot agree or disagree with this proposed finding as it
is beyond the scope of the Agency's knowledge.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
44.
Captain Black spoke with the fishing master and he was aware of the FAD
closure. Black Test., Tr. at 120:16-24 (August 27, 2012); Agency Exh. 13 at 'j['j[6-7
(Memorandum oflnterview, Anthony Black by SA Painter, April 3, 2010).
Agency Response: The Agency disagrees. There is no evidence in the record of the
fishing master's knowledge.
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Ruling: ACCEPTED IN PART AND INCORPORATED to the extent Captain
Black claimed he spoke with the fishing master about the FAD closure; REJECTED
to the extent that this Proposed Finding of Fact states or implies anything about the
nature of the extent of the fishing master's knowledge of the FAD closure beyond
being "aware" of it.
45.
Captain Black and Jason Morikawa had a good relationship. Captain Black met
with Mr. Morikawa regularly and he went over every set with Mr. Morikawa, specifically during
the FAD closure. Id. at 121:18-122:18.

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees as the proposed finding is argumentative rather
than factual.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED to the extent this Proposed Finding
of Fact states or implies what Captain Black felt was his relationship with Mr.
Morikawa and his claim that he went over "just about every set" with Mr.
Morikawa. See Tr. at 122:5-18 (August 27, 2012).
46. · Except for one occasion, Captain Black and Mr. Morikawa did not talk about
seeing any rafts. Id. at 122:19-123:8. One time, Captain Black noticed the type offish that were
usually associated with a raft. He mentioned this to Mr. Morikawa, but Captain Black did not
see a raft at that time. He asked Mr. Morikawa ifhe saw a raft and Mr. Morikawa said no. Id.

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees as the proposed finding is argumentative rather
than factual.
Ruling: REJECTED. Captain Black's testimony generally stated what is offered in
this Proposed Finding of Fact, but no date is given for this alleged conversation, nor
is there any evidence in the record that this alleged conversation occurred in
connection with any of the sets for which Respondents were charged for unlawful
fishing.
47.
Captain Black was awake for every morning set and wrote the position and time
for every set in the morning. Id. at 138:6-17.

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: REJECTED for the reasons given in this Decision.
48.
The interpreter on the AMERICAN TRIUMPH during the charging period and at
the same time as Mr. Morikawa was Cucu Indra Cahyana. Testimony ofCucu Indra Cahyana
("Cucu Test."), Tr. at 68:5-8 (August 27, 2012).

Agency Response: The Agency agrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
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49.
Mr. Cahyana graduated from professional high school, for marine school, and is
licensed by Indonesia as a second deck officer for fishing vessels. Id. at 66:23-67:8.

Agency Response: The Agency cannot agree or disagree with this proposed finding as it
is beyond the scope of the Agency's knowledge.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
50.
Mr. Cahyana had experience as a fisherman before he became an interpreter. He
worked as crew on fishing vessels and would hold the net, pull the net, and watch for fish. Id. at
67:.12-20.

Agency Response: The Agency cannot agree or disagree with this proposed finding as it
is beyond the scope of the Agency's knowledge.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
51.
Mr. Cahyana speaks four languages: English, Chinese, Philippine, and
Indonesian. Id. at 68:1-4.

"
Agency Response: The Agency cannot agree or disagree with
this proposed finding as it
is beyond the scope of the Agency's knowledge.

Ruling: ACCEPTED AS.TO THE FACT THAT HE CLAIMED SUCH
LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY-THE DEGREE TO WHICH HE SPOKE SUCH
LANGUAGES DOES NOT APPEAR IN THE RECORD.
52.
As the ship's interpreter, it was Mr. Cahyana's responsibility to translate between
the captain and fishing master and also the chief engineer. He would also translate to the crew if
the captain or fishing master asked him to do so. Id. at 68:9-15.

Agency Response: The Agency cannot agree or disagree with this proposed finding as it
is beyond the scope of the Agency's knowledge.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
53.
Mr. Cahyana would tell what the captain warited him to the fishing master or the
chief engineer without lying. He did not care if the captain or fishing master were angry, he
would tell the crew what the captain or fishing master said. He was the messenger. Id. at 16-25.

Agency Response: The Agency cannot agree or disagree with this proposed finding as it
is beyond the scope of the Agency's knowledge.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED to the extent of what Mr. Cahyana
claimed was his role on the vessel and how he approached his interpreting duties.
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54.
Mr. Cahyana considered Mr. Morikawa a "good friend." Most of the time, they
talked about their families and their town when they were on the ship but they did not talk about
what happened on the job. Id. at 74:2-16.
Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: REJECTED. The record indicates that Mr. Morikawa spoke with the
translator about fishing activities on the vessel.
55.
The investigator, Kevin Painter, never contacted Mr. Cahyana during the
investigation to obtain the translator's eye-witness views on what happened on the vessel, despite
seeing the.written statement disputing the observer. Id., Tr. at 73:5-25.
Agency Response: The Agency agrees that Kevin Painter did not contact Mr. Cahyana,
but disputes the rest of the proposed finding as argumentative.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED IN PART to the extent of SA Painter
not contacting Mr. Cahyana and having his statement available as part of the
investigation. The remaining is REJECTED as argumentative.
56.
Mr. Morikawa alleged to officials in the Marshall Islands, at the end of the trip,
that the fishing master gave him [a combined total of] $440 [over] three different occasions as a
bribe. Morikawa Test., Tr. at 56:11-13; 59:22-60:21; 62:23-63:7; 64:17-65:18; 66:7-11 (January
31, 2012); Agency Exh. 4 (question 22 and 23) (alleging that the translator was present during
one incident).
Agency Response: The Agency disagrees. The total amount from the three separate
occasions was $440, not $440 each time.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED AS MODIFIED.
57.
The translator, Mr. Cahyana, denied that he ever saw the fishing master give
Jason Morikawa any money. Cahyana Test., Tr. at 75:20-23 (August 27, 2012).
Agency Response: The Agency agrees that Mr. Cahyana said that, but does not agree
that it is true.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED to the extent that this is what Mr.
Cahyana claimed.
· 58.
The fishing master had a practice of giving money to people on the vessel that he
thought were "good luck" or when he was "happy." Cucu Test., Tr. at 75:20-76:12 (August 27,
2012); Black Test., Tr. at 133:9-18; 153:7-155:13 (August 27, 2012).
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Agency Response: The Agency cannot agree or disagree with this proposed finding as it
is beyond the scope of the Agency's knowledge given that the fishing master did not
testify, so there is no way to know his thoughts.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED IN PART BUT REJECTED to the
extent this Proposed Finding of Fact states or implies that the fishing master gave
the money to Mr. Morikawa for any purpose other than to bribe him not to report
the FAD sets observed.
59.
The Marshall Island officials demanded that the vessel owner pay a penalty of
$200,000 before the AMERICAN TRIUMPH could be released. Da Rosa Test., Tr. at 173:4-11
(August 27, 2012).

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees. The AMERICAN TRIUMPH was not beirig
detained at the time that the vessel owner and fishing master paid a combined penalty of
$200,000. Respondents are mischaracterizing the testimony to which they cite. In fact,
the testimony is quite clear that the vessel was not detained pending resolution of this
matter. See TR 175 at 11 - 14 (August 27, 2012 Hearing).
Ruling: REJECTED. The testimony does not support Respondents'
characterization of the event. The Marshall Islands and the vessel owner agreed to
work something out with respect to the bribery allegations. The vessel was allowed
to leave port before the agreement concerning the amount of payment was made.
60.
Mr. Morikawa received payment of $2, 000 as a result of the information he
provided. Resp. Exh. JJ (question 4); Marshall Islands Marine Resources Code of 1977; sec. 104
(Where an individual provides the necessary information relating to a civil or criminal fine or
forfeiture against a commercial fishing vessel pursuant to this title, such individual shall receive,
or where more than one individual is involved, share, 5 percent of the amount of the fine or
$2,000, which is lesser).

Agency Response: The Agency clarifies that Mr. Morikawa's received payment of
$2,000 for the information he provided related to the incidents during which the fishing
master provided money to him. Mr. Morikawa has not and will not receive any payments
as a result of the information or testimony he has provided related to the FAD violations.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED to the extent that Mr. Morikawa
received a $2,000 reward for his reporting of the fishing master's attempted bribery.
61.
Mr. Morikawa claimed he did not know he would receive a reward until after the
trip was over. Morikawa Test., Tr. at 66:12-19 (January 31, 2012); Morikawa Test., Tr. at 7:1725 (August 28. 2012).

Agency Response: The Agency agrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
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62.
His account is contradicted by his own statements. On or about April 2010,
Special Agent Kevin Painter asked Mr. Morikawa about his awareness of receiving a reward for
reporting violations on the vessel. Resp. Exh. JJ. Specifically, Special Agent Painter asked:
Prior to making your trip on the American Triumph, were you ever instructed to try and
note as many violations as you can, because you would receive a percentage of the fines or
penalties involved? Resp. Exh. JJ at NOAA 000215.

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees with Respondents' characterization.
Ruling: REJECTED.
63.

At one point Mr. Morikawa responded to this questio~:

Yes, Kevin, everything I said is true but too bad I didn't bring any camera to get more
solid evidences. Resp. Exh. JJ at NOAA 000215.

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees with the Respondents' characterization, but
agrees that Mr. Morikawa wrote that.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED to the extent that Mr. Morikawa
wrote the cited response. REJECTED to the extent this response indicates that Mr.
Morikawa had advanced knowledge of the possibility of a reward for the reasons
given in this Decision.
64.
Mr. Morikawa changed his answer to this question on the list of questions that he
signed on April 7, 2010 and said:
I didn't know about receiving any reward money for reporting violations, until after I
returned from my trip on the American Triumph. After reporting the violations I was made
aware of the possibility of an award. Resp. Exh. JJ at NOAA 000020. ·

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees with the Respondents' characterization, but
agrees that Mr. Morikawa wrote that.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
65.
Mr. Cahyana testified that he had a conversation with Mr. Morikawa about
whether it was possible that he could get a reward for turning a vessel in for a violation. Cucu
Test., Tr. at 99:19-100:8 (August 27, 2012) ("Yes, Jason told me about that.")

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: REJECTED AS NOT CREDIBLE.
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66.
Captain Black also had a conversation with Mr. Morikawa about rewards for
reporting violations on vessels. Black Test., Tr. at 123:19-124:18 (August 27, 2012). Captain
Black was certain that Jason Morikawa understood, while on the vessel, that he would receive a
reward for reporting violations, including for bribery.

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: REJECTED AS NOT CREDIBLE.
67.
Mr. Cahyana challenged Mr. Morikawa's credibility and testified that Mr.
Morikawa' s statements about alleged violations by the AMERICAN TRIUMPH were not true.
Cucu Test., Tr. at 72:6-25.

Agency Response: The Agency agrees that Mr. Cahyana testified that Mr. Morikawa's
statements were not true; however, the Agency asserts that Mr. Cahyana's own credibility
was lessened by his testimony, not Mr. Morikawa's.
·Ruling: Mr. Cahyana's denial of the truth of Mr. Morikawa's testimony and
statements about alleged violations is ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED but
found not credible for the reasons given in this Decision.
68.
TRIUMPH:

Mr. Cahyana prepared a statement about the events on the AMERICAN

... .I was on here the trip that Jason the Observer was. The Captain is very honest about
making sets. He did not want to do anything wrong. I do not understand why Jason say these
things. They are not true. We do not make sets on rafts. I never see raft in the net or by the
boat. I tell the truth. Resp. Exh. AAAAA (emphasis added)
Agency Response: The Agency agrees that there is a statement attributed to Mr. Cahyana
of which the above is a portion.
Ruling: The fact of Mr. Cahyana's statement is ACCEPTED AND
INCORPORATED but rejected as not credible for the reasons given in this
Decision.
69.
Mr. Cahyana reinforced this statement during the hearing. Cucu Test., Tr. at 72:
3'-25 (August 27, 2012).

\Agency Response: The Agency agrees that Mr. Cahyana continued to assert the same
positions as those in the statement attributed to Mr. Cahyana.
Ruling: The fact of Mr. Cahyana's continued denial of any unlawful fishing
activities is ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED but rejected as not credible for
the reasons given in this Decision.
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70.
The investigator, Kevin Painter, never contacted Mr. Cahyana during the
investigation to obtain the observer's eye-witness views on what happened on the vessel, despite
seeing the written statement disputing the observer. Id. at 73:5-25.

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees with the characterizatioll'in this proposed
finding as argumentative and notes that Special Agent Painter did obtain the "observer's
eye-witness views on what happened on the vessel."
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED to the extent of SA Painter's not
contacting Mr. Cahyana directly or interviewing him as part of the investigation.
71.
Mr. Cahyana saw Mr. Morikawa chewed betel nut while on the vessel. Cucu
Test., Tr. at 74:20-75:19 (August 27, 2012).

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: REJECTED as not credible.
72.
Mr. Morikawa first reported he had a "great" trip while on the AMERICAN
TRIUMPH. Agency Exh. 4 at 38; Morikawa Test., Tr. at 40:21-25 (August 28, 2012). He later
changed the characterization of the trip and said by "great" trip, he really meant he had a "safe"
trip. Id. at 39:25-40:25; see also Morikawa Test., Tr. at 133:9-12 (January 31, 2012).

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees with the Respondents' characterization in this
proposed finding as it is argumentative, not factual. Mr. Morikawa did report it as a great
trip and explained that by that he meant a safe trip as well as other things.
Ruling: ACCEPTED IN PART AND INCORPORATED to the extent of Mr.
Morikawa's statement and testimony but REJECTED to the extent of any
implications of Mr. Morikawa's lack of credibility concerning the observed
unlawful fishing operations.
73.
NOAA's claim that Respondents deployed a FAD is based on information
provided by the observer, Jason Morikawa. Mr. Morikawa claimed that he entered into his daily
log for the time 7:10 in the morning the reference 15D, which corresponds to "Deploy Radio
Beacon" on the Activity Code on the Form PS-2. Agency Exh. 3 at page 19of30; Morikawa
Test., Tr. at 24:5-10 (January 31, 2012). He asserted that the AMERICAN TRIUMPH was
investigating a fish aggregating device or "raft" that had a radio beacon attached, which he
claimed belonged to another vessel, the KOO'S 108. Id. at 25:2-22. He then claimed that the
AMERICAN TRIUMPH "replaced" that buoy with one of the vessel's own buoys. Mr.
Morikawa also made reference to his hand-written daily diary where the vessel retrieved a
"beacon" and "deployed own #39." Agency Exh. 1, at 32; Morikawa Test., Tr. at 26:15-27:6
(January 31, 2012). In his daily diary, Mr. Morikawa also stated he was on the bridge with the
translator, Indra Cahyana, during the events just discussed. Agency Exh. 1 at 32. At no point,
however, did Mr. Morikawa claim that the vessel deployed a FAD.
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Agency Response: The Agency disagrees with this proposed finding as argument rather
than findings of fact.

Ruling: The fact and nature of Mr. Morikawa's testimony is ACCEPTED AND
INCORPORATED.
74.
The translator on the AMERICAN TRIUMPH specifically recalled the "buoy.
deployment" incident. He explained that, on August 28, 2009, when the crew was searching for
fish in the morning~ they found a raft. The crew told the fishing master they found a raft. Cucu
Test., Tr. at 78:8-79:21 (August 27, 2012); Agency Exh. 13 at i!8(H).

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
75.
The raft was hooked alongside the AMERICAN TRIUMPH. Cucu Test., Tr. at
78:8-79:21(August27, 2012); Black Test., Tr. at 142:8-21(August27, 2012); Agency Exh. 13
at i!8(H).

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
76.
The fishing master went to change the beacon on the raft, but the Captain ordered·
Mr. Cahyana to tell the fishing master he could not change the buoy. Cucu Test., Tr. at 78:880:1(August27, 2012); Black Test., Tr. at 142:8-143:10(August27, 2012); Agency Exh. 13 at
i!8(H).

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: REJECTED for the reasons given in this Decision.
77.
The captain said to tell the fishing master that if he wanted the buoy, he could
take the buoy and put it on the boat, but could not change it and deploy it in the water.
Otherwise, he would have to release it unchanged. Cucu Test., Tr. at 78:8-79:21 (August 27,
2012); Black Test., Tr. at 142:8-143:10 (August 27, 2012); Agency Exh. 13 at i!8(H).

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: REJECTED for the reasons given in this Decision.
78.
Mr. Cahyana went to the fishing master and told him what the captain said to tell
him and the fishing master let the raft go. They put the buoy back and let the raft go. They did
not do anything with the buoy. Mr. Cahyana observed that the vessel did not change a beacon.
Id. at 79:3-7; 79:22-80: 1 ("we don't do anything with that buoy after all...we don't change it").
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Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: REJECTED for the reasons given in this Decision.
79.
The raft was released with no changes made. Cucu Test., Tr. At 79:22-24
(August 27, 2012); Agency Exh. 13 at if8(H).

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: REJECTED for the reasons given in this Decision.
80.
The captain confirmed Mr. Cahyana's testimony in his written statement and at
the hearing. Specifically, Captain Black wrote in a statement to the NOAA investigator that: "A
FAD was hooked alongside the vessel and I instructed the fishing master that he could do one ( 1)
of two (2) things. Either pull it out of the water entirely, retaining it on board for use after the
[FAD] closure, or release it. It was released with no changes made." Agency Exh. 13 at if8(H);
Black Test., Tr. at 142:8-143-10. (August 27, 2012).

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees except that it agrees that Captain Black
provided a statement that included the quoted language.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED with respect to Captain Black's
denial but REJECTED as not credible.
81.

No FAD was deployed.

Agency Response: The Agency agrees that a FAD was not deployed, but asserts that a
beacon on a FAD was deployed.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED with respect to no FAD being
deployed but REJECTED to the extent this Proposed Finding of Fact states or
implies that Respondents did not service the FAD in question by replacing another
vessel's beacon with one of its own.
82.

There was no set and no fish caught.

Agency Response: The Agency agrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
83.
NOAA based its allegation that Respondents made a set within 100 meters of a
FAD on the testimony and records of Jason Morikawa. In his trip diary, he claims that at 10:58
he "saw a raft 100 meters from our boat." Agency Exh. 1 at p. 12. He further claimed that he
told the translator about the "raft" and that the vessel later "do a set near the raft." Morikawa
Test., Tr. at 28:10-25 (January 31, 2012). He also noted "raft sght 100 meters" for that time and
date in his daily log. Agency Exh. 3 at 8 of 30.
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Agency Response: The Agency disagrees with this proposed finding as argument rather
than findings of fact.
Ruling: The fact and nature of Mr. Morikawa's testimony is ACCEPTED AND
INCORPORATED.
84.
Mr. Morikawa, however, did not otherwise describe the "raft" other than using
that word. In fact, his daily log contains a contradictory entry. His entries indicate that he
sighted a raft 100 meters away at 10:58. Agency Exh. 3 at 8of30. On the next line, his entries
indicate a set (#10) was made (activity code: 1) and the box for school association was marked
with a "2". Id.

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees with this proposed finding as argument rather
than findings of fact.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED to the extent of Mr. Morikawa's log
entries but Respondents' contention that Mr. Morikawa's entries were
contradictory is REJECTED for the reasons given in this Decision.
85.
The entry "2" related to this charge means the fish were in a "free school," not
one associated with a FAD, which would require use of either of the following numbers: 3, 4, or
5 from the school association codes found on the lower right hand portion of the daily log form
(PS-2). Agency Exh. 3 at 8 of 30. Mr. Morikawa' s entries indicate that he saw a FAD but that
the vessel set on a "free school" of tuna, not a FAD. Id.

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED to the extent of Mr. Morikawa's log
entries but Respondents' contention that Mr. Morikawa's entries indicate no
unlawful set was made is REJECTED for the reasons given in this Decision.
86.
Mr. Morikawa also stated that he showed the FAD to the translator but that he did
not know ifthe fishing master or the Captain saw the FAD. Morikawa Test., Tr. at 28:15-19
(January31, 2012).

Agency Response: The Agency agrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
87.
The translator, Mr. Cahyana, recalled that Mr. Morikawa told Mr. Cahyana that
there was a raft 100 meters from the vessel. Cucu Test., Tr. at 83:1-12 (August 27, 2012).

Agency Response: The Agency agrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
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88.
Mr. Cahyana asked Mr. Morikawa where the raft was but when Mr. Morikawa
started looking for it again, he could not find it. Id.

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: REJECTED as not credible.
89.
Mr. Cahyana could not find a raft either. Mr. Cahyana went up to the mast where
the big binoculars are but he could not see anything. Id. at 83:13-24. No one else reported
seeing a raft. Id. at 84:18-85:15.

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: REJECTED as not credible.
90.
At no time during the trip when the skiff boat was released, did the captain see or
set on a FAD. Black Test., Tr. at 140:21-141 :4 (August 27, 2012); Agency Exh. 13 at ifif8(C);
11.

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED as the fact of Captain Black's
denial, but REJECTED as not credible.··
91.
At no time during the trip did anyone report to the captain that there was a FAD to
be within one mile of the vessel. The captain said that no FAD was reported by anyone to be
within one mile of the vessel. Id.

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED as the fact of Captain Black's
denial, but REJECTED to the extent this Proposed Finding of Fact states or implies
that an unlawful FAD set was not made.
92.
No yellowfin or bigeye were caught. Agency Exh. 12 at p. 1 (entry 8/17 (UTC) at
23:09); see also Resp. Exh. DDDDD (no bigeye caught for entire trip).

Agency Response: The Agency agrees that no bigeye were caught.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED to the extent that this Proposed
Finding of Fact relates to this specific set.
93.
Mr. Morikawa claimed that the vessel set its net near a "raft," which he did not
otherwise describe, that was approximately 50 meters from the corkline. Morikawa Test., Tr. at
30:23-31:12 (January 31, 2012).
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Agency Response: The Agency agrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
94.
Mr. Morikawa claimed that vessel was investigating a "free school" at 14:33 and
he saw the raft. Id. His diary includes an entry that he saw a raft "and has fish underneath."
Agency Exh. 1 at 20. He also made an entry in his daily log for this date and time: "raft sight
about 50 meter." Agency Exh. 3 at 12of30.

Agency Response: The Agency agrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
95.
Once again, in the next line, contradicted his claims when he recorded the school
association (for set #18) as "2," meaning feeding on baitfish, and not 3, 4 or 5, which would have
signified that the fish were associated with a floating object or FAD. Id.
·

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED to the extent of Mr. Morikawa's log
entries but Respondents' contention that Mr. Morikawa's entries were
· contradictory is REJECTED for the reasons given in this Decision.
96.

Mr. Cahyana, however, did not see a raft. Cucu Test. Tr. at 86:5-15 (August 27,

2012).

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: REJECTED as not credible.
97.
No one else saw a raft on that day. Id. If the crew had seen a raft, they would
have told the fishing master or Mr. Cahyana and the captain. Id.

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: REJECTED as not credible.
98.
At no time during the trip when the skiff boat.was released, did the captain see or
set on a FAD. Black Test., Tr. at 141:13-21 (August 27, 2012); Agency Exh. 13 at ~~8(E), 11.

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED as the fact of Captain Black's
denial.
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99.
At no time during the trip did anyone report to the captain that there was a FAD to
be within 1 mile of the vessel. The captain said that no FAD was reported by anyone to be
within one mile of the vessel. Id.

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED as the fact of Captain Black's
denial.
100. No bigeye were caught. Agency Exh. 12 at p. 2 (entry 8/22 at 2:36); see also
Resp. Exh. DDDDD (no bigeye caught for entire trip).

Agency Response: The Agency agrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED to the extent that this Proposed
Finding of Fact relates to this specific set.
101. On August 24, 2009, the observer claimed the crew was investigating a free
school feeding on bait fish. He contends he saw a raft near the vessel approximately 75 meters
away and the vessel then made a set near the raft. Morikawa Test., Tr. at 34:4-35:3 (January 31,
2012). He then said the vessel set its net "near the raft." Id.

Agency Response: The Agency agrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
102. Mr. Morikawa recorded these observations in his diary and in his daily log.
Agency Exh. 1 at p. 24; Agency Exh. 3 at 14of30. He recorded the set (#22) as a "2," meaning
feeding on bait fish, and not a 3, 4, or 5, which would have signified a FAD set. Agency Exh. 3
at 14of30.

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED to the extent of Mr. Morikawa's log
entries but Respondents' contention that Mr. Morikawa's entries indicate no
unlawful set was made is REJECTED for the reasons given in this Decision.
103.

The set was a "skunk" set, meaning no fish were caught. Id.

Agency Response: The Agency agrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
104. Mr. Cahyana, however, did not see any raft. Mr. Cahyana, who has experience as
a fisherman, explained that it is not possible for there to have been a raft if there was a free
school feeding on bait fish. Small bait fish do not stay with a raft. Cucu Test., Tr. at 86:5-88:3.
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Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: REJECTED as not credible.
105. At no time during the trip when the skiff boat was released, did the captain see or
set on a FAD. Black Test., Tr. at 141:25-142:7 (August 27, 2012 Agency Exh. 13 at ifif8(F), 11.
Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED as the fact of Captain Black's
denial, but REJECTED to the extent this Proposed Finding of Fact states or implies
that an unlawful FAD set was not made.
106. At no time during the trip did anyone report to the captain that there was a FAD to
be within one mile of the vessel. The captain said that no FAD was reported by anyone to be
within one mile of the vessel. Id.
Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED as the fact of Captain Black's
denial, but REJECTED to the extent this Proposed Finding of Fact states or implies
that an unlawful FAD set was not made.
107.

No fish were caught. Agency Exh. 3 at 14 of30; Agency Exh. 12 at p. 2.

Agency Response: The Agency agrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
108. On August 31, 2009, Mr. Morikawa wrote in his diary that he saw a FAD.
Agency Exh. 1 at 37. He wrote that the vessel "investigated free school, saw raft 50 meters from
the raft and we do a set at 1503 near the raft.'; Id.
Agency Response: The Agency agrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
109. He did not, however, record these "observations" in his daily log. Agency Exh. 3
at 22 of 30. He recorded in his daily log that set #32 at 1503 that day was associated ("2") with a
school of tuna feeding on baitfish. Id.
Ageµ.cy Response: The Agency disagrees.
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Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED to the extent of Mr. Morikawa's log
entries but Respondents' contention that Mr. Morikawa's entries indicate no
unlawful set was made is REJECTED for the reasons given in this Decision.
110. Mr. Morikawa claimed he pointed out the raft to the translator. Morikawa Test.,
Tr. at 48:17-49:13 (January 31, 2009). However, the translator, Mr. Cahyana confirmed no FAD
set was made. Cucu Test., Tr. at 98:14-99:3 (August 27, 2012).

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED with respect to Mr. Morikawa's
pointing the raft out to the translator; REJECTED as to the credibility of Mr.
Cahyana's denial no FAD set was made.
111. The captain also confirmed that no FAD set was made. At the time the skiff boat
was released, no FAD was observed by the captain nor was one reported by anyone to be within
one mile of the vessel. Black Test., Tr. at 143:11-17 (August 27, 2012); Agency Exh. 13 at
if8(J).

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED as the fact of Captain Black's
denial, but REJECTED to the extent this Proposed Finding of Fact states or implies
that an unlawful FAD set was not made.
112.

No set was made on a FAD .. Agency Exh. 13 at ifl 1.

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: REJECTED.
113.

No bigeye were caught. See Resp. Exh. DDDDD (no bigeye caught for entire

trip).

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED to the extent that this Proposed
Finding of Fact relates to this specific set.
114.

On August 15, 2009, the set was made at 5:32 a.m. Agency Exh. 3 at p. 5of30.

Agency Response: The Agency agrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
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115. Mr. Morikawa claimed that, at 04:59 in the morning he "saw" a buoy and that the
vessel investigated the buoy and saw, from sonar, that there was fish under the "raft" to which it
was attached. Morikawa Test., Tr. at 39:20-40:16 (January 31, 2012).
Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED as to the nature of Mr. Morikawa's
testimony.
116. He admitted, however, that at 5:00 in the morning, it was still dark. Morikawa
Test., Tr. at 86:9-12 and 114:19-20 (January 31, 2012).
Agency Response: The Agency agrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
117.

He was not certain where the buoy was, perhaps 10 miles away. Id. at 112:24-

113:6.
Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: REJECTED for the reasons given in this Decision. Mr. Morikawa was not
speaking about that particular buoy but was stating that the range finder to track
the buoy does not give discrete distance but picks up signals from up to 10 miles
away.
118. The vessel, however, could not have used sonar to detect fish under a nearby raft.
Cucu Test., Tr. at 94:14-22 (August 27, 2012).
Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: REJECTED.
119. Mr. Morikawa also claimed that the vessel "deployed aggregating lights from the
vessels." Id. at 40:17-21. He first claimed that these lights were lowered from the AMERICAN
TRIUMPH below the surface of the water. Id. at 41 :2-7. However, he later testified that the
lights on the AMERICAN TRIUMPH were on the port side of the vessel and not deployed in the
water. Morikawa Test., Tr. at 113:7-20 (January 31, 2012).
Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: REJECTED for the reasons given in this Decision. Respondents'
contentions regarding Mr. Morikawa's testimony are not complete. Mr. Morikawa
very specifically stated the lights were deployed in the water when asked for
clarification by the court reporter.
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120. Mr. Morikawa said that next the crew lowered a work boat with its own lights
which then, after the net was set, pulled the raft from the net. Id. at 42:2-9. In his daily log, he
stated that this set (#3) was made in association with a FAD ("4"). Agency Exh. 3 at p. 5of30.
Mr. Morikawa claimed it was impossible to set on a "free school" in the morning. Morikawa
Test., Tr. at 44:24-45:6 (January 31, 2012).

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
121. The translator, Mr. Cahyana did not see either a buoy or a raft. Cucu Test., Tr. at
96:13-18 (August 27, 2012).

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: REJECTED as not credible.
122. The captain disputes Mr. Morikawa's version of the events. In a written
statement, signed by the captain, he told the NOAA investigator that "[n]o FAD set was made.
This was fish under the boat. The work boats were deployed as a normal course of operations to
assist the fishing master in positioning the net. The lights deployed on the work boat were deck
and working lights used for the safety of the crew as this set was made in the dark." Agency
Exh. at ifif8(A), 11.

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED as the fact of Captain Black's
denial, but REJECTED to the extent this Proposed Finding of Fact states or implies
that an unlawful FAD set was not made.
123. Captain Black explained that in one of the first sets they made, a crew member
turned on a submersible light, which he ordered be turned off. Both Mr. Morikawa and Mr.
Cahyana were there. Black Test., Tr. at 139:7-14. Captain Black told Mr. Cahyana to tell the
fishing master to tum off the light. It was probably less than one minute when the light was
turned out. Id. at 139:15-22. Captain Black told the crew member "that they could not use
submersible lights during the [FAD] closure and that policy was strictly adhered to." Agency
Exh. 13 at 11.

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED as the fact of Captain Black's
denial, but REJECTED to the extent this Proposed Finding of Fact states or implies
that an unlawful FAD set was not made.
124. On no fish-under-the-boat set did the crew or fishing master use a light in the
water. Agency Exh. 13 at if8(A). The Captain told them they could not do so. They followed
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the Captain's instructions not to use lights in the water. Black Test., Tr. at 139:23-140:6 (August
27, 2012).

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED as the fact of Captain Black's
denial, but REJECTED to the extent this Proposed Finding of Fact states or implies
that an unlawful FAD set was not made.
125.

No bigeye were caught. See Resp. Exh. DDDDD (no bigeye caught for the entire

trip).

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED to the extent this Proposed Finding
of Fact relates to this particular set.
126.

On August 17, 2009, the set was made at 5:33 a.m. Agency Exh. 3 at p. 7 of30.

Agency Response: The Agency agrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
127. Mr. Morikawa claimed he saw a buoy and a raft at 4:38 in the morning of August
17, 2009. Morikawa Test., Tr. at 45:18-46:5 (January 31, 2012).

Agency Response: The Agency agrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
128. He claimed the vessel located the buoy and raft with a "track finder." Id. Buoy
numbers, however, cannot be read on the track finder, only frequencies, and Mr. Morikawa could
not have seen the buoy numbers at that time of day. Cucu Test., Tr. at 96:20-97:18 (August 27.
2012).

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: REJECTED for the reasons stated in this Decision.
129. Mr. Morikawa also claimed that the vessel used "aggregating lights" on the port
side of the AMERICAN TRIUMPH and "aggregating lights" on the work boat to make a set.
Morikawa Test., Tr.at 47:1-40 (January 31, 2012).

Agency Response: The Agency .agrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
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130. Mr. Morikawa's daily log shows school association for this set (#7) as "4", or a
drifting FAD. Agency Exh. 3 at 7of30.

Agency Response: The Agency agrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
131. Mr. Morikawa claimed in his diary that he talked to Captain Black about this set
but the Captain said it was a "fish under the boat" set. Agency Exh. 1 at 10. He then said he told
the translator it was a raft. Id.

Agency Response: The Agency agrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
132. The captain, in a signed statement, explained that this set was standard fish-underthe-boat. The fish were caught using standard deployment of workboats and working lights to
assist the fishing master in the position. Black Test., Tr. at 140:7-20; Agency Exh. 13 at ifif8(B),
11.

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED as the fact of Captain Black's
denial, but REJECTED to the extent this Proposed Finding of Fact states or implies
that an unlawful FAD set was not made.
133. The Captain did not observe a FAD come up in the net, nor was any FAD
reported to the Captain by anyone on board the vessel. Id.

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED as the fact of Captain Black's
denial, but REJECTED to the extent this Proposed Finding of Fact states or implies
that an unlawful FAD set was not made.
134.

No bigeye were caught. See Resp. Exh. DDDDD (no bigeye caught for the entire

trip).

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED to the extent this Proposed Finding
of Fact relates to this particular set.
135.

The set on September 4, 2009 was made at 5:32 a.m. Agency Exh. 3 at p. 26 of

30.
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Agency Response: The Agency agrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
136. Mr. Morikawa claimed that the vessel investigated and located a buoy in the dark
in the morning of September 4, 2009 using the "track finder" and then, using aggregating lights
and work boats, made a set on a raft. Morikawa Test., Tr. at 35:17-38:23 (January 31, 2012);
Agency Exh. 3 at 26 of30; Agency Exh. 1at43-44.

Agency Response: The Agency agrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
137. · He claimed in his diary that he pointed out the raft to the translator. Agency Exh.
1at44.

Agency Response: The Agency agrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
13 8. The captain disputed that the vessel set on a raft. No set was made on a FAD.
This was standard fish-under.;.the-boat set and standard deployment of the workboats using
working and safety lights to assist the fishing master in marking his position. Black Test., Tr. at
143:18-145:12 (August 27, 2012); Agency Exh. 13 at ifif8(K), 11.

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED as the fact of Captain Black's
denial, but REJECTED to the extent this ·Proposed Finding of Fact states or implies
that an unlawful FAD set was not made.
139. The crew did not put any aggregating lights in the water during this set. Black
Test., Tr. at 144:11-12 (August 27, 2012).
·

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: REJECTED for the reasons given in this Decision.
140.

No bigeye were caught. See Resp. Exh. DDDDD (no bigeye caught for the entire

trip).

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED to the extent this Proposed Finding
of Fact relates to this particular set.
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Respondents' Proposed Conclusions of Law:
A.
NOAA Has Failed to Meet its Burden of Proof for a Penalty
141. The civil penalty provisions of the Magnuson-Stevens Act, 16 U.S.C. § 1858(a),
incorporate the formal adjudicatory hearing requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act
(AP A). Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 556(d), NOAA, as the "proponent of a rule or order," bears the
, burden of proof in this proceeding with respect to proving a violation of a statute or regulation as
well as the appropriateness of any penalty. Rice v. Nat'/ Trans. Safety Bd., 745 F.2d 1037, 1039
(6th Cir. 1984) (FAA has burden of proof in prosecuting violation of its rules). The Supreme
Court has ruled that the burden of proof under the AP A means the "burden of persuasion" not the
burden of production, meaning that "if the evidence is evenly balanced, the party that bears the
burden of persuasion must lose." Director, Office of Worker's Comp. Programs, Dept. of Labor
v. Greenwich Collieries, 512 U.S. 267, 272 (1994).

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees with this proposed finding as argument rather
than conclusion of law.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED as a Principle of Law.
142. In this formal adjudicatory hearing, the standard of proof is a preponderance of
the evidence. Steadman v. SEC, 450 U.S. 91 (1981). To prevail, therefore, NOAA must
establish that it is more likely than not that Respondents violated the agency's regulations with
respect to the FAD fishing.

Agency Response: The Agency agrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED as a Principle of Law.
143. Under NOAA's regulations, all evidence that is relevant, material, reliable and
probative is admissible at the hearing. 50 CFR §904.251(a)(2).

Agency Response: The Agency agrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED as a Principle of Law.
144. The trier of fact may consider any matter than has a tendency to prove or disprove
the truthfulness of a witness' testimony at trial.

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees with this proposed finding as argument rather
·
than conclusion oflaw.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED as a Principle of Law.
145.

The trier of fact may consider factors for evaluating a witness' credibility:
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a.
things testified to;
b.

c.
d.
e.
f.

the opportunity and ability of the witness to see or hear or know the
the witness' memory;
the witness' manner while testifying;
the witness' interest in the outcome of the case and any bias or prejudice;
whether any other evidence contradicted the witness' testimony;
the reasonableness of the witness' testimony in light of all the evidence;

and
g.
other factors that bear on believability. See Ninth Circuit Model Civil
Jury Instructions No. 1.11.

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees with this proposed finding as argument rather
than conclusion of law.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED as a Principle of Law.
146. As explained below, Mr. Morikawa's testimony and evidence have been
impeached with respect to each of Counts 1-8. Thus, NOAA has failed to prove any count by a
preponderance of the evidence.

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: REJECTED except for Count 3 for the reasons given in this Decision.
B.

Jason Morikawa's Testimony and Evidence Lacks Credibility

147. Mr. Morikawa had an economic interest in claiming that violations were
committed by Respondents, which reflects his bias. Under Marshall Islands Marine Resources
Code of 1977, Sec. 104, individuals reporting information relating to a civil ·or criminal fine or
forfeiture against a commercial fishing vessel, shall receive 5% o.f the amount of the fine or
$2,000, whichever is lesser. Resp. 111111.

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees with this proposed finding as argument rather
than conclusion of law.

Ruling: REJECTED for the reasons given in this Decision.
148. Mr. Morikawa claimed that the fishing master bribed him and reported this
alleged bribery to Marshall Islands officials after the trip ended. See Respondents' Proposed
.Findings of Fact ("Resp. FF") No. 56. He then received a payment for $2,000 for as a result of
the information he provided. Resp. FF No. 60.

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees with this proposed finding as argument rather
than conclusion of law.

Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED as a Finding of Fact.
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149. Mr. Morikawa's own testimony and evidence presents a conflicting account of
events. See Resp. FF No. 61-64. Mr. Morikawa testified that he did not know he would receive a
"reward" for providing information about possible violations of law during the fishing trip until
after the trip was over. Resp. FF No. 61.

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees with this proposed finding as argument rather
than conclusion oflaw.
Ruling: REJECTED for the reasons given in this Decision.
150. However, this testimony is not consistent with statements he made to the NOAA
investigator. in response to a direct question from NOAA special agent Painter, he responded in
two opposite ways. Special Agent Painter asked him:
Prior to making your trip on the American Triumph, were you ever instructed to try and
note as many violations as you can, because you would receive a percent&ge of the fines or
penalties involved? Resp. Exh. JJ at NOAA 000215.

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees with this proposed finding as argument rather
than conclusion oflaw.
·
Ruling: REJECTED for the reasons given in this Decision.
151. Mr. Morikawa responded: "Yes, Kevin, everything I said is true but too bad I
·didn't bring any camera to get more solid evidences." Resp. Exh. JJ at NOAA 000215. Yet, he
separately responded to the same question and changed his answer and said: I didn't know about
receiving any reward money for reporting violations, until after I returned from my trip on the
American Triumph. After reporting the violations I was made aware of the possibility of an
award." Resp: Exh. JJ at NOAA 000020; see Resp. FF Nos. 62-64.

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees with this proposed finding as argument rather
than conclusion oflaw.
Ruling: REJECTED for the reasons given in this Decision.
152. · However, neither the Captain nor the translator, whose testimony was consistent
with each other, believed that Mr. Morikawa did not know about receiving a reward until after
the trip was over. Resp. FF Nos. 65-66. They each had discussions with him while on the trip
where he acknowledged the possibility of receiving a reward for reporting violations. Id.

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees with this proposed finding as argument rather
than conclusion oflaw.
Ruling: REJECTED for the reasons given in this Decision.
153. Mr. Morikawa's lack of credibility is also reflected in inconsistent observations
and testimony regarding whether or not he saw any FADs or FAD violations. See e.g., Resp. FF
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Nos. 83-85 (Count 2); 94-95 (Count 3); 102 (Count 4); 109 (Count 5); 115-120 (Count 6); 128131(Count7).

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees with this proposed finding as argument rather
than conclusion of law.
Ruling: REJECTED for the reasons given in this Decision.
154. Mr. Morikawa's violation of the Observer Code of Conduct also shows his lack of
credibility. He violated the observer program mandate by failing to report or discuss any
possible illegal activities to the captain. Resp. FF Nos. 20, 39. He also violated the observer
code of conduct by accepting money from the fishing master and by chewing betel nut on the
vessel. Resp. FF Nos. 21-23, 39, 56, and 71.

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees with this proposed finding as argument rather
than conclusion of law.
Ruling: REJECTED for the reasons given in this Decision.
155. Mr. Morikawa's testimony is unreasonable given the totality of the evidence
presented in this case. Mr. Morikawa's original characterization of the trip does not support his
claims that he was bribed or observed any violations. Upon completion of his final Trip Report,
Mr. Morikawa stated: "I [had] great trip." Resp. FF No. 72. It is questionable that he would
have made this statement if in fact he believed he had been bribed or harassed. The evidence as
to Mr. Morikawa' s state of mind does not indicate that he believed, at all, that he had been
bribed.

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees with this proposed finding as argument rather
than conclusion of law.
Ruling: REJECTED for the reasons given in this Decision.
156. In contrast, both the translator and Captain presented a credible and consistent
account of the trip and dispute Mr. Morikawa's claims for each of the alleged violations. Mr.
Cahyana submitted a statement during the investigation challenging Mr. Morikawa's claims.
Resp. FF No. 68. He was never contacted by the NOAA investigator to discuss his statement.
Resp. FF No. 70. In contrast to Mr. Morikawa's version of the events, which has changed
several times throughout his written reports, testimony, and interviews with Kevin Painter,
Captain Black's and Mr. Cahyana's version of the trip are consistent and support a finding that
the vessel did not deploy or set on or near any FADs. See Resp. FF Nos. 74-81(Count1); 87-91
(Count 2); 96-99 (Count 3); 104-106 (Count 4); 110-112 (Count 5); 121-124 (Count 6); 132-133
(Count 7) and 138-139 (Count 8). Neither of their testimony has been impeached.

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees with this proposed finding as argument rather
than conclusion of law.
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Ruling: REJECTED for the reasons given in this Decision.

157. NOAA only presented one percipient witness, Mr. Morikawa, to testify as to the
"evidence" in support of the eight violations alleged against Respondents. As demonstrated
above, his inconsistent, biased, and changing testimony demonstrates a lack of credibility as to
the facts underlying NOAA's charges. In contrast, the testimony of both Captain Black and Mr.
Cahyana is consistent with each other and more reliable than that of Mr. Morikawa. As a result,
NOAA has failed to prove by a preponderance of evidence the charges alleged in each of Counts
1 through 8 above.
Agency Response: The Agency disagrees with this proposed finding as argument rather
than conclusion of law.
Ruling: REJECTED for the reasons given in this Decision.
C.
NOAA Regulations are Unconstitutionally Vague and Unenforceable
158. Due process requires that the agency give fair notice of what is prohibited before
a sanction can be imposed. US. v. Approximately 64,695 Pounds ofShark Fins, 520 F.3d 976,
980 (9th Cir. 2008). NOAA's regulations failed to clearly advise Respondents as to what
constitutes a FAD, how the fishing vessel itself could become a FAD by particular purposeful
activities and, therefore, what constitutes illegal conduct for purposes of civil penalty
enforcement. See Resp. FF No. 13.
Agency Response: The Agency disagrees with this proposed finding as argument rather
than conclusion of law.
Ruling: REJECTED for the reasons given in this Decision.

159. The practice of setting on fish that accumulate under the vessel was specifically
approved in the agency's comments in the Federal Register notice that contained the final,
published regulations. See Resp. FF No. 14. Capturing fish that is found under the vessel in the
morning requires the use of lights for safety reasons. The agency did not specify how the use of
lights could make this particular fishing activity unlawful. The uncertainty of this practice was
pointed out by the Commission when it adopted CMM 2009-02. See Resp. FF No. 15.
Therefore, NOAA' s FAD regulations are unconstitutional on due process grounds and cannot be
enforced against Respondents in this case ..
Agency Response: The Agency disagrees with this proposed finding as argument rather
than conclusion oflaw.
Ruling: REJECTED for the reasons given in this Decision.

D.
NOAA Regulations Violate the APA by being made Immediately Effective
160. Under the Administrative Procedure Act, publication of agency final regulations
"shall not be made less than 30 days before its effective date." 5 U.S.C. §553(d).
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Agency Response: The Agency disagrees as the Respondents are quoting a fragment that
changes the full meaning on the Administrative Procedure Act requirements.
Ruling: REJECTED for the reasons given in this Decision.
161. NOAA published its final FAD regulations on August 4, 2009. Agency Exh. 8.
The Federal Register Notice said that the regulation was effective as of August 4, 2009 for those
provisions that prohibited setting on, near or in association with FADs or deploying or serving
FADs. Id. at 38544. The agency claimed that "there was good cause to waive the 30-day delay
in effective date" for these provisions under." 5 U.S.C. §553(d). Id. at 38552.
Agency Response: The Agency agrees.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED.
162. NOAA, however, lacked good cause to immediately implement the final
regulations and not wait the statutorily required 30-day delay period after they were published in
the Federal Register.
Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: REJECTED for the reasons given in this Decision.
163. Thus, because NOAA failed to comply the requirement of the Administrative
Procedure Act, the regulations cannot be enforced in the circumstances of this case.
Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: REJECTED for the reasons given in this Decision.
E.
NOAA Failed to Support the Assessment of Any Penalty
164. Because NOAA failed to present sufficient, credible evidence that Respondents
violated NOAA's FAD regulations, no penalties should be assessed.

Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: REJECTED for the reasons given in this Decision.
165. The agency incorrectly asserts that the penalty for any degree of illegal activity
should represent the value of the fish caught in that activity. This approach fails to assess the
severity of the action in light of the underlying purpose of the rule.
Agency Response: The Agency disagrees.
Ruling: REJECTED for the reasons given in this Decision.
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166. Here, the purpose of the FAD regulations was to protect juvenile bigeye and
yellowfin tuna. The evidence indicates, however, that the AMERICAN TRIUMPH caught no
bigeye tuna on this trip and only 20 tons of yellowfin, which could have been caught on the days
on which there were no violations of the FAD regulations. Resp. Exh. DDDDD (Invoice #7
dated September 15, 2009). The impact on the yellowfin stock in the Pacific of catching 20 tons
is also inconsequential, as a matter of conservation concern. The fishing activity at issue in
connection with the charges in this case had no impact, at all, on the big eye tuna population..
Agency Response: The Agency disagrees with this proposed finding as argument rather
than conclusion of law.
Ruling: ACCEPTED IN PART AND REJECTED IN PART for the reasons given
in this Decision.
167. It is unreasonable for NOAA to seek large penalties for the first year of a new
regulatory program, which applied an unclear definition of a FAD, relied on international
observers not trained to U.S. specifications, and was subject to language barriers.
Agency Response: The Agency disagrees with this proposed finding as argument rather
than conclusion of law.
Ruling: REJECTED for the reasons given in this Decision.
168. The Commission itself was concerned that CCM 2008-01 was not clear enough
and adopted CCM 2009-02. NOAA, however, pursued these enforcement cases regardless of
this acknowledged lack of clarity. 53
Agency Response: The Agency disagrees with this proposed finding as argument rather
than conclusion of law.
Ruling: ACCEPTED AND INCORPORATED to the extent that the Commission
adopted a clarifying measure reflected in CCM 2009-02. The rest is reject as
argumentative.

53

Respondents dispute that any penalty be assessed in light of the evidence presented at the hearings.
However, a penalty, if any, should be based on the value of the yellowfin tuna that was caught, if any, on
the day the violation was alleged to have occurred. The total price, and average price per ton, received by
the owner of the AMERICAN TRIUMPH is set forth in Agency Exh. 17, in the ·Response to Interrogatory
#3. The evidential support for the total price, and price per ton, is set forth in Resp. Exh. DDDDD.
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ATTACHMENT C: PROCEDURES GOVERNING ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW

49 C.F.R. § 904.273
Administrative review of decision.
(a) Subject to the requirements of this section, any party who wishes to seek review of an initial
decision of a Judge must petition for review of the initial decision within 30 days after the date
the decision is served. The petition must be served on the Administrator by registered or certified
mail, return receipt requested at the following address: Administrator, National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, Department of Commerce, Room 5128, 14th Street and
Constitution Avenue, NW., Washington, DC 20230. Copies of the petition for review, and all
other documents and materials required in paragraph (d) of this section, must be served on all
parties and the Assistant General Counsel for Enforcement and Litigation at the following
address: Assistant General Counsel for Enforcement and Litigation, National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, 8484 Georgia Avenue, Suite 400, Silver Spring, MD 20910.
(b) The Administrator may elect to issue an order to review the initial decision without petition
and may affirm, reverse, modify or remand the Judge's initial decision. Any such order must be
issued within 60 days after the date the initial decision is served.
(c) Review by the Administrator of an initial decision is discretionary and is not a matter of right.
If a party files a timely petition for discretionary review, or review is timely undertaken on the
Administrator's own initiative, the effectiveness of the initial decision is stayed until further
order of the Administrator or until the initial decision becomes final pursuant to paragraph (h) of
this section.
(d) A petition for review must comply with the following requirements regarding format and
content:
(1) The petition must include a concise statement of the case, which must contain a statement of
facts relevant to the issues submitted for review, and a summary of the argument, which must
contain a succinct, clear and accurate statement of the arguments made in the body of the
petition;
(2) The petition must set forth, in detail, specific objections to the initial decision, the bases for
review, and the relief requested;
(3) Each issue raised in the petition must be separately numbered, concisely stated, and
supported by detailed citations to specific pages in the record, and to statutes, regulations, and
principal authorities. Petitions may not refer to or incorporate by reference entire documents or
transcripts;
(4) A copy of the Judge's initial decision must be attached to the petition;
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(5) Copies of all cited portions of the record must be attached to the petition;
(6) A petition, exclusive of attachments and authorities, must not exceed 20 pages in length and
must be in the form articulated in section 904.206(b); and
(7) Issues of fact or law not argued before the Judge may not be raised in the petition unless such
issues were raised for the first time in the Judge's initial decision, or could not reasonably have
been foreseen and raised by the parties during the hearing. The Administrator will not consider
new or additional evidence that is not a part of the record before the Judge.
(e) The Administrator may deny a petition for review that is untimely or fails to comply· with the
format and content requirements in paragraph (d) of this section without further review.

(f) No oral argument on petitions for discretionary review will be allowed.
(g) Within 30 days after service of a petition for discretionary review, any party may file and
serve an answer in support or in opposition. An answer must comport with the format and
content requirements in paragraphs (d)( 5) through (d)(7) of this section and set forth detailed
responses to the specific objections, bases for review and relief requested in the petition. No
further replies are allowed, unless requested by the Administrator.
(h) If the Administrator has taken no action in response to the petition within 120 days after the
petition is served, said petition shall be deemed denied and the Judge's initial decision shall
become the final agency decision with an effective date 150 days after the petition is served.
(i) If the Administrator issues an order denying discretionary review, the order will be served on
all parties personally or by registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, and will specify
the date upon which the Judge's decision will become effective as the final agency decision. The
Administrator need not give reasons for denying review.

G) If the Administrator grants discretionary review or elects to review the initial decision without
petition, the Administrator will issue an order to that effect. Such order may identify issues to be
briefed and a briefing schedule. Such issues may include one or more of the issues raised in the
petition for review and any other matters the Administrator wishes to review. Only those issues
identified in the order may be argued in any briefs permitted under the order. The Administrator
may choose to not order any additional briefing, and may instead make a final determination
based on any petitions for review, any responses and the existing record.
(k) If the Administrator grants or elects to take discretionary review, and after expiration of the
period for filing any additional briefs under paragraph G) of this section, the Administrator will
render a written de'cision on the issues under review. The Administrator will transmit the
decision to each of the parties by registered or certified mail, return receipt requested. The
Administrator's decision becomes the final administrative decision on the date it is served, unless
otherwise provided in the decision, and is a final agency action for purposes of judicial review;
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except that an Administrator's decision to remand the initial decision to the Judge is not final
agency action.
(I) An initial decision shall not be subject to judicial review unless:

(1) The party seeking judicial review has exhausted its opportunity for administrative review by
filing a petition for review with the Administrator in compliance with this section, and
(2) The Administrator has issued a final ruling on the petition that constitutes final agency action
under paragraph (k) of this section or the Judge's initial decision has become the final agency
decision under paragraph (h) of this section.
(m) For purposes of any subsequent judicial review of the agency decision, any issues that are
not identified in any petition for review, in any answer in support or opposition, by the
Administrator, or in any modifications to the initial decision are waived.
(n) If an action is filed for judicial review of a final agency decision, and the decision is vacated
or remanded by a court, the Administrator shall issue an order addressing further administrative
proceedings in the matter. Such order may include a remand to the Chief Administrative Law
Judge for further proceedings consistent with the judicial decision, or further briefing before the
Administrator on any issues the Administrator deems appropriate.
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